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Homeless to
lose refuge
at Tent City
» CAROLINE BOWEN

METRO REPORTER

Lake Shore Drive bridge
over Wilson Avenue, snow and ice secures
Mark Saulys’ tent to the cement. He has
been homeless for more than a year but
will trade his nylon walls for a sturdier
home in a couple of weeks because of a city
housing initiative, he said.
“I’m worried for the people here, and I
can see that they are worried about being
tossed out,” Saulys said about his neighbors remaining in Uptown’s Tent City.
Dozens of homeless people find refuge
under the viaduct, which has often put
them at odds with Chicago politicians. But
construction slated to begin on the Lake
Shore Drive bridges intersecting with
Wilson Avenue and Lawrence Avenue this
spring means time is dwindling for a place
many call home, said Diane O’Connell, a
staff attorney with the Chicago Coalition
for the Homeless.
Saulys is one of 75 homeless individuals
taking part in a pilot program, headed by
the Task Force to Reduce Homelessness. Designed to address chronic
homelessness in the city by providing
housing to people in encampments like
Tent City, the program was announced
April 25, 2016, in a press release from
Mayor Rahm Emanuel.

SEE TENTS, PAGE 39
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College chooses new vice
president for Development
and Alumni Relations
» ARIANA PORTALATIN
CAMPUS EDITOR

appointed vice president
for Development and Alumni Relations,
according to a March 13 email sent to
faculty and staff from President and CEO
Kwang-Wu Kim.
According to the email, Wax comes
from the University of Iowa where he
served as vice president for Main Campus
Development, overseeing fundraising for
the entire academic enterprise, the arts
campus and athletics. Prior to that, he
worked with the University of Illinois
athletic development for 15 years.
Wax said he is excited to have the position and wanted to join the college because
Columbia’s mission and Kim’s ideas.
“From the very first time we talked, I
knew there was something special about
Columbia and Dr. Kim,” Wax said.
Kim was not available for comment as
of press time.
Wax’s appointment comes at a time of
low alumni donations and a high turnover rate for the position since 2013, as
reported May 19, 2016, by The Chronicle.
Wax will replace Jon Stern, who left the
college in May 2016 after less than two
years. Stern succeeded Warren Chapman,
who held the position on an interim basis
for seven months following the departure
of Patrick Sheahan, who was vice president
of Development from September 2013 to
January 2014.
The college’s donation revenues have also
continued to fall over the past few years,
according to several of the college’s fiscal
year budgets. For the 2014–2015 fiscal
year, the college reported $7.7 million in
gifts, contracts and other income—which
includes donations. That number later fell
to $1.4 million for 2015–2016 and further
down to $1.2 million for 2016–2017.
Wax said he has several goals for himself in his new position, starting with the
improvement of alumni engagement and
building on contributors and stakeholders to hopefully set the college up for a
SHAWN WAX WAS

SEE WAX, PAGE 11
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ollowing years of plunging donations and high turnover, Columbia
recently hired a new vice president
of Development and Alumni Relations, as
reported on the Front Page.
Shawn Wax, who President and CEO
Kwang-Wu Kim announced as the office’s
new hire in a March 13 email to faculty and
staff, comes from a large public university
background. He worked for University of
Iowa since 2012, most recently as its vice
president for Main Campus Development.
Before that, he spent 15 years at University
of Illinois, ending his career there as the
senior associate athletic director after
serving in several other development roles.
Though these impressive positions and
universities do not necessarily match
Columbia’s private institution status, mission, or enrollment size, someone like Wax
is exactly who the college needs to bring
the Office of Development and Alumni
Relations to order after years of less-thanstellar results.
As reported on the Front Page, Wax
is the fourth person to hold the position
since 2013, excluding Executive Director
for Alumni Relations and Annual Fund
Miriam Smith who managed the office
during this most recent search. He is
replacing Jon Stern, who left the college
unexpectedly in May 2016 after less than
two years. Stern’s predecessor held the
position for seven months, and the vice
president before that for 13 months.
This instability has also been reflected
in the college’s annual revenue, which has
historically been driven by tuition and
not alumni or other outside donors. The
2016–2017 budget’s “Gifts, Contracts, and
Other Income” section makes up only half
a percent of total revenue at $1.2 million. A
similar amount was reported in 2015–2016
with $1.4 million. These figures were sharp
declines from the $7.7 million reported for
2014–2015.
Columbia not only needed to hire someone with experience successfully campaigning for an institution, but also with
interest in being a long-term employee at
the college. Wax seems to have both. The
fact that he has only worked with two institutions over a more-than-20-year span is a
promising sign, and his capital campaigns
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Columbia is replacing their valedictorian speakers
with winners of the student speaker contest.

College to replace valedictorian
speakers with senior speech winners
» ARIANA PORTALATIN
CAMPUS EDITOR
INSTEAD OF HAVING valedictorians deliver
the customary commencement address,
this year’s graduation ceremonies will feature students who competed for the honor,
according to several college leaders.
Graduate and undergraduate students
with a 3.0 GPA or higher can apply to give
speeches at this year’s five commencement
ceremonies, scheduled to be held May 13
and 14 at the Auditorium Theatre, 50 E.
Congress Parkway.
The idea to replace valedictorian
speakers came from President and CEO
Kwang-Wu Kim, who wanted to hear varied student perspectives at the ceremonies,
said Sharon Wilson-Taylor, vice president
of Student Affairs.
“Dr. Kim believed that most ceremonies
for a college don’t have a valedictorian;
that’s [for] high school,” Wilson-Taylor said.
“He wanted to see our commencement move
to where we have a student speaker, not
based on grade point average. [Students
will] still need a 3.0 and above. However,
he wanted to hear a more diverse voice.”

Kim was not available for comment as
of press time.
According to the college’s website, students who wish to apply must submit a
brief personal statement; an outline of the
proposed speech, which must be five–to–
seven minutes in length; a résumé; and two
reference letters with at least one coming
from a member of Columbia’s faculty or
staff. All applications are due April 10
by midnight.
Wilson-Taylor said the speech topics
must be engaging to audience members and
should focus on the students’ experiences
at Columbia.
“It must be a journey students can relate
to,” Wilson-Taylor said. “This speech is
telling a story and it’s outlining the experience. A good speech tends to engage
others and draw them in. We’re trying to
have students tell us about how being [at
Columbia] shaped them.”
After submitting their applications, students selected as finalists will be notified
the week of April 17, asked to provide a
written draft of their speech and present
the speech before the selection committee,
according to the college’s website.

Undergraduate and graduate students with a
3.0 GPA or higher are eligible to enter the student speaker contest by April 10.

Wilson-Taylor said the selection committee has not yet been formed but will be
composed of both faculty and staff members, and she is also considering adding a
student representative to the committee.
The committee’s mission is to not only
select the speaker but also help students
improve their speeches, she noted.
Speaking at the ceremonies is beneficial
for students, Wilson-Taylor said, because
it gives them the opportunity to reflect on
their time at the college.

Luke Wilusz, a former managing editor
at The Chronicle and journalism alumnus,
was a valedictorian speaker at his 2012
commencement ceremony. Wilusz said he
was honored to be able to speak on behalf
of his graduating class.
“I liked the opportunity to summarize
my time at Columbia, what it meant to me,
what I gained from my education and what
the future held for my graduating class,”
Wilusz said.
Wilusz said he is in favor of student
speakers at the ceremonies, who do not
necessarily have to be valedictorians.
“The main thing is for students to have
a voice in their ceremony and something
to say to their graduating class,” Wilusz
said. “There’s something to be said for
someone who’s been through what you’ve
been through and who’s also at the same
stage of you’re life and graduating. That’s
something they can relate to.”
Student Government Association
President and senior business and entrepreneurship major Kaela Ritter said the
college was smart to choose to hear from
a range of voices.
“Getting to hear those stories as we transition into the real world, it’s a benefit for
us all and it’s a relief not to hear only the
smartest person in your class, but someone
who you may have had a shared experience
with,” Ritter said.
Ritter, who will be graduating in May,
said graduates need to hear from someone
who can provide encouragement to those
entering the next phase of their life.
“A good speaker for commencement [is]
someone who’s relatable, someone who
can articulate their journey well, but also
someone who can present a certain amount
of passion of what their speaking about,”
Ritter said. “I hope that we are able to find
really impactful stories that will transcend
into the audience.”
aportalatin@chroniclemail.com
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Staff member documents
Afghan refugee’s story
» CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS REPORTER
IN THE MIDST of the current debate

involving refugees entering the
U.S., a Columbia staff member
wrote about an Afghan refugee’s
emotions and struggles in a recently published essay.
In “What Was Your Country: A
Refugee Story,” published online
Feb. 25, Bethany Brownholtz, an
administrative assistant in the
Dean of Graduate Studies Office,
compiled more than eight interviews with Asaddullah Rahimi, 31,
to create a chronological narrative
of his losses and struggles to reach
a land where he could live without
fear. Rahimi fled Afghanistan in
2008 with his wife, Sogra.
“[This story is] more important
than ever to me now, seeing the
political climate and seeing the
xenophobia that some Americans

have,” Brownholtz said. “It means
a lot more now to share his story,
and I think there’s still more to
be learned.”
Rahimi expressed his desire to
tell his story during counseling
from 2014 creative art therapies
alumna Ashley Fargnoli—then,
a mental health clinical practitioner at Heartland Alliance
International Family, Adult and
Child Enhancement Services.
Fargnoli said she was with Rahimi
for all of the interviews to provide
support if he became emotionally drained while recounting
his experiences traveling from
Afghanistan to Turkey and eventually to the U.S.
According to Fargnoli, Rahimi
told her that sharing his story was
a key part of coming to terms with
his experiences.
“He thought that was really necessary in his healing process, to

let people know what refugees go
through,” Fargnoli said.
The Chronicle was unable to
speak with Rahimi about his experience leaving Afghanistan because of his limited use of English
and privacy agreements arranged
with Fargnoli.
Fargnoli said she asked
Brownholtz to see whether or
not she would be interested in
documenting Rahimi’s story
because Brownholtz had done a
similar oral history project during
her graduate studies at DePaul
University. Brownholtz said she
had become familiar with Fargnoli
while she was an assistant to the
chair in Columbia’s Creative Art
Therapy Department.
According to Brownholtz’s story,
Rahimi lived in an Afghan province called Daykundi where he met
his future wife. The two became
close and Rahimi asked Sogra’s
parents for permission to marry
her. Though the parents had no
issues with Rahimi, they declined
because Sogra’s older brother had
arranged for her to marry someone

who had loaned him money to
build a house.
Sogra, then 17, was to
be married to a man
who was
40 years
old and
a lready
had a wife
and children.
Rahimi said he
thought it was
unjust to force a
woman so young
to marry a man so
old, whom she did
not love. The two
knew the older
man would retaliate if she did not
marry him and
decided to elope.
They left Afghanistan to
find safety in Turkey, and then
later in the U.S. Along the way,
Rahimi experienced the murder of his father, encounters
with armed men searching for
him and his wife, long and dangerous journeys led by human

SEE REFUGEE, PAGE 11
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» Courtesy BETHANY BROWNHOLTZ

Bethany Brownholtz, author of “What
Was Your Country: A Refugee Story,”
said she chose a butterfly to represent
her story because it symbolizes refugee
Asaddullah Rahimi’s transformation
from a struggle in Afghanistan to
success in America.

The Music Center at Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan Avenue

Music Department Events
Monday March 27
American Roots Ensemble in Concert

7:00 pm

Tuesday March 28
Deonte Brantley Senior Recital

7:00 pm

Wednesday March 29
Wednesday Noon Guitar Concert Series
at the Conaway

12:00 pm

Friday March 31
Emily Michielutti and Sarah Brasseur Piano Recital 7:00 pm
at the Sherwood
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Career Center to honor
student employees
» MARISA SOBOTKA
CAMPUS REPORTER
FOR THE FIRST time, Columbia will
host a National Student Employee Week April 10–14 to recognize
those who go above and beyond.
The week will include several
events aimed at appreciating the
college’s nearly 1,200 student
employees, including awarding
a Student Employee of the Year,
according to Eric Wordlow,
assistant director of Student
Employment for the Career Center.

Student Employee
of the Year

The weeklong event will take
place in the Career Center, 618 S.
Michigan Ave. In addition to the
student award, it will have themes
and events set for each day of the
week that include complimentary
headshots, an appreciation breakfast, a transferable skills workshop
and a photo contest.
Erik Friedman, associate
dean of Career Development and
Industry Relations for the Career
Center, said it was time to bring
the event to Columbia.
“Student employees are relied on

to do critical functions that keep
the college in business,” Friedman
said. “So it is really an opportunity
to appreciate those students and
find ways to encourage their professional development.”
According to Friedman, while
the events focus on acknowledging the hard work of student
employees, they are also about
advancing their skill sets for
careers after college.
“We want to make sure we turn
their experience into one that
could help develop professional
skills,” Friedman said. “They are
not only going to earn some extra
money but also to introduce them
to professionals, office procedures
and business practices.”

Four out of five students nationwide are employed throughout college
» JAMES TSITIRIDIS/CHRONICLE

» Information Courtesy BUSINESSWIRE.COM

The Student Employee of the
Year Award will be selected April
14. Wordlow said campus employers nominated 17 students as of
press time, who will be notified
of their nominations the week of
April 10.
The winner can possibly go on
to compete for state and possibly
national Student Employee of the
Year Awards.
Junior television major Nicholas
Shinners, a student worker in the
Office of Student Organizations,
said his employer notified him of
his Student Employee of the Year
nomination. His work includes
assisting students leaders
and organizations in planning
events as well as overseeing the
loft lounge.
“Getting a nomination is an
honor, [and] working in that office
has been one of the best things
that happened to me this year,”
Shinners said. “Being recognized
for my work in such a positive environment was very exciting.”
Although he took a campus job
to make extra money, the position

MARCH 31 + APRIL 1, 2017@7:30

SPRING SERIES

Saturday

1,168

has given him transferable skills,
he said.
“An award like this can show
to future employers I was doing
important work and have gained
valuable experience while working
during school,” Shinners said.
According to Friedman, this
is just the “starting point” for an
event the Career Center will continue annually to recognize new
student employees.
“We are just in the first year
doing this, we want to grow it and
make sure it catches on campus,”
Friedman said. “We want to make
sure students know that they are
appreciated and how we can advocate for them and the college.”
msobotka@chroniclemail.com

April 8th

12:00pm-4:00pm

Harris Theater For Music and Dance
205 East Randolph Drive

at Old Crow Smokehouse

GORMAN COOK PHOTOGRAPHY

a breathtaking
exaltation
of dancers
- Lynn Colburn shapiro
SeeChicagoDance

Tickets (312) 334-7777
harristheaterchicago.org
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Columbia students with
on-campus jobs

Use promo code
CHRONICLE
for discounted tickets at
www.RiverNorthBeerFest.com!
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Student groups to perform in
Chicago Improv Festival

ADVANCE DISCOUNT TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

Follow Your Tastebuds!

THE Chicago

proudly presents

Artisan

Chocolate Show
» Courtesy CHICAGO IMPROV PRODUCTIONS
Columbia improv team Cat Booty will be performing in the 20th Annual Chicago Improv Festival March
27-April 2, along with other Columbia groups including AC Unit, FAKE! and Glitoris.

» MARISA SOBOTKA
CAMPUS REPORTER

around the world,
including several from Columbia , will perform at the 20th Annual Chicago Improv
Festival March 27–April 2 in a variety of
shows located around the city.
The festival, featuring “Community” creator Dan Harmon and “30 Rock’s” Scott
Adsit as headliners and “Saturday Night
Live’s” Rachel Dratch, will include 180 performances in various theaters: Athenaeum
Theatre, 2936 N. Southport Ave.; Stage
773, 1225 W. Belmont Ave.; the Annoyance
Theater, 851 W. Belmont Ave.; and Second
City, 1616 N. Wells St.
Participating improv teams are from
Canada, Germany and India as well as the
U.S. Columbia improv groups, AC Unit,
FAKE!, Glitoris and recent national College Improv Tournament champions Cat
Booty will also be included.
Alan Giles, 2016 theatre alumnus and
Cat Booty member, said he considers this
to be one of the largest celebrations in the
country for improvisational comedy and its
enthusiasts to enjoy.
“It is one of the largest gatherings and it
happens here in Chicago, which is sort of
the mecca and birthplace of the art form,”
Giles said.
Jonathan Pitts, co-founder and producer
of the festival who is serving his last year
producing the shows, said the festival has
become a way for people to network. He
added that the week is divided into sub-categories and genres including shows featuring college students, emerging artists and
different genres of improv, like alternative
and musical.
Pitts, who has a background in performing and improv comedy, started Chicago’s
branch of the festival in 1997 with his
IMPROV GROUPS FROM

colleague Frances Callier. Pitts has since
become the man behind planning the
annual festival.
“I learned how to make the moment
happen on stage, but what I learned over
time as a producer is how to make the stage
happen, so there can be moments on it,”
Pitts said.
Pitts said the festival creates a sense of
community because performers can meet
others from around the world and perform
for people outside of their usual audience,
he said.
Freshman theatre major Madison Carter,
who is a member of Columbia improv group
Glitoris, said this is her team’s first formal
event. She added that she looks forward to
audiences enjoying the performances with
a non-critical eye.
“In tournaments, there is a little bit of
animosity between teams, but at an improv
festival is nice because you get to see people
like us on a college team [alongside] people
who have been doing improv for 30 years,”
Carter said.
Tom Spooner, senior theatre major and
Cat Booty member, said attending the
festival after the group’s recent national
tournament win in February will be more
“fun and carefree.”
“It is pretty rare to do competitive
improv, and it is weird to think of it in that
way,” Spooner said. “The festival is exciting and everyone is ready to celebrate what
their team brings.”
Although geared to improvisers, the
event is open to the public and, according
to Pitts, the festival is not only performers
but more for the enthusiasts.
“When you show up to the Chicago
Improv Festival you have confidence that
you are going to see a great show,” Pitts said.

Artisanal Foods

&Charity W

INE TASTING

Over 40 of the finest artisan producers with
lectures, demonstrations, tastings, and more...

April 22 & 23, 2017

Saturday 11am - 6pm Sunday 11am - 5pm
•

STEPHEN M. BAILEY AUDITORIUM
at Plumber’s Hall
1340 W. Washington Blvd. Chicago, IL 60607

in the West Loop’s historic Randolph Steet Market District
For more information, visit

www.chocolateevents.net

The Chicago Artisan Chocolate Show
Artisanal Foods & Wine Tasting supports

BEAR NECESSITIES PEDIATRIC CANCER FOUNDATION
Sponsored in part by:

Sotiros Foods, Inc.

J.R. Navarro Inc.
Advertising

msobotka@chroniclemail.com
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Student creates
Frequency TV’s latest
scripted sitcom
» ARIANA PORTALATIN
CAMPUS EDITOR

F

reshman television major Johnny
Cassidy came up with an idea for a
short sketch about a student who
attends college with his parents after
coming back from a theatre performance.
After creating one sketch, Cassidy decided
to develop a few more that soon developed
into a fully scripted sitcom, “Jenson Goes
to College.”
Set to premiere March 30 on Frequency TV—Columbia’s student-run station—
Cassidy’s show was a way to put to the test
the skills he has learned in the Television
Department while also showing others
they can do anything they wish to achieve.
The Chronicle spoke with Cassidy about the experience of filming the
show, the characters and what the audience members can expect to see during
the series.

way everything can run smoothly. That
proved to be a very big challenge with the
entire production because I had to write
it in a way that was simple and yet funny
and creative.
I feel like most people would spend their
time making an idea that’s pretty outlandish, spending their entire life trying to get
it down, but I wanted to take an idea that
was simple and make it outlandish so it
could be done. I love the location because
I really wanted to capture what it was like
to live there.
What was your favorite part
of filming?
My favorite part of filming was definitely the
atmosphere. The show may not go past this
year, but I saw people connecting on ways
they would have never met before this show
brought them together and that meant more
to me than even the show. I would think
I’m doing nothing because everything is
technical and people would show me that
it’s more than that; it’s like a community. It
really gives me an early idea of how I want to
go into the industry and turn it upside down.

THE CHRONICLE: What is your
character Jenson like?
JOHNNY CASSIDY: He’s this really
unfortunate guy who is super unlucky.
He gets the worst end of the bargain, and
the universe I created was basically taking a normal person and putting them
into my world and showing a reflection
of how my world can really freak out a
person, and that’s what Jenson suffers
with. He suffers with having to deal with
nonsensical, crazy things that basically
mess him around and sculpt his personality. It reflects on how the world can do
that to normal people. I basically just
wanted everyone to feel bad for him.

What have you learned from your experience creating this show?
What I learned is the world isn’t far different from what your imagination is.
I’ve done shows a million times before,
and I thought coming to college and doing a show would be the newest thing
ever, but it’s something I could have done
at any point in my life. It’s really important for people to know you can do the
biggest things as early as you can and you
don’t have to wait.

What was it like filming the show at
the University Center?
Filming in the UC is really annoying, but
honestly, it’s a good challenge. I like the
challenge of having to think of a million
things before they even have to exist, that

How has the Television Department
helped you create this sitcom?
I needed to learn the things being taught
to me, and I’m not a good learner; I’m a doer.
I needed to take everything my teachers
taught me in order to do that. That’s where
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Freshman television major Johnny Cassidy’s new sitcom, “Jenson Goes to College,” is premiering March
30 on Frequency TV, the college’s student-run station.

the show came from. I wanted to show them,
“I’m listening to you. What you’re saying is
important, is helping me grow and I’ll show
you right now.”
What can audience members expect
to see from the first episode?
They’re definitely going to get a lot of laughs.
I really hope they see my heart behind it
because people are going to think it’s joke
after joke, but I want people to respect that
there is heart behind it. I created it in a way
that’s probably the most invisible thing you
can think of while watching the show.
How do you feel now that the show
is done?
I was really happy with the product, but I’m
on to [new] projects. It was an accomplishment and I got to realize it as an achievement
early and I got to enjoy the process in the
moment and focus on my future. The show
gave me the confidence to keep going that I
feel like a lot of freshmen would need.

What do you hope viewers take from
the show once it premieres?
I’m worried about what they won’t take. I
did this show back in high school and I got
a lot of people saying, “This is terrible, who
do you think you are?” and I feel it’s going to
come across a lot harsher here. Back then,
nobody cared about film [and] TV, they just
looked at it and kind of hated me.
People think I’m trying to show off and
it breaks my heart because I want to use it
to meet people [and] find people who care,
and I just want to show people you can do
anything and I know people are going to
think I’m just trying to show off and I just
hope that some people see it’s not about me.
It’s about the future of what we can do, what
people our age can do, standing up for any
kind of disadvantages people can be at.
No matter who you are, if you work hard
enough you can go above and beyond what
anybody could expect.
aportalatin@chroniclemail.com
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students.colum.edu/ComputerStore
Welcome Back to Your Student Technology Center.
📱📱 (312) 369-8622

💌💌 COMPUTERSTORE@COLUM.EDU
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👉👉 33 E. CONGRESS PARKWAY

🤑🤑
A+ EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS
Our educational discounts on Mac,
iPad and tech accessories give you
the best bang for your buck. We
also accept payments with the
BookCharge through Student
Financial Services and have a
Trade-in, Trade-up program that
makes upgrading your devices
more affordable than ever.

😱😱
FREE SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS
We always offer complimentary and
appointment-free troubleshooting
for all of your devices, general help
and One-on-One sessions,
hardware & software diagnostics,
virus removal, repairs for Mac
computers and more!

Spring Forward.

It’s Time to Upgrade.
Don’t lose time to your slow device, spring forward with iPad Pro®.
Say goodbye to waiting — and hello to your new iPad®.
If you’re looking to get the most out of your current iPad, visit us
today to upgrade for free to iOS 10!

🤔🤔
 CERTIFIED GENIUSES
In addition to being an Apple
Authorized Campus Store, we also
have a Certified Mac Technician on
staff to offer you the same help with
troubleshooting experiences and
in-warranty (AppleCare) / out-ofwarranty repairs that you would
expect from an Apple Store.

THE BEST SAVINGS & SERVICE FOR STUDENTS @

Take advantage of our Trade-in, Trade-up program by visiting:
cccomputer.tradeitin.net
Must be a current student, staff, or faculty member of Columbia College Chicago to shop at the Computer Store. All offers valid while supplies last. No rain checks or special orders. All sales final. ™ and © 2017 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.
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Artists explore feminist
elements in new gallery
» CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS REPORTER
DEDICATED TO THE promotion of
feminist ideals and beliefs, the
multimedia and performance-oriented “Revolution at Point Zero:
Feminist Social Practice” gallery
is now open to the public.
The installation, curated by
Neysa Page-Leiberman, director of
Configuration Spaces, and Melissa
Hilliard Potter, associate professor in the Art and Art History
Department, will be on display
until April 24 in the Glass Curtain
Gallery, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
Potter said she and PageLeiberman developed the idea for
the gallery after recognizing how
little attention is paid to feminism
in the context of art movements.
“In this show, we are featuring
artists that we think exemplify
the legacy of the feminist art

movement in the contemporary,
socially engaged field.” Potter said.
The gallery features artists
Laura Anderson Barbata, Marisa
Jahn and Megan Young, all of
whom have contributed their own
feminist perspectives to the gallery through their work.
Barbata’s contributions to the
gallery’s theme include magazine,
video and graphic segments featuring Julia Pastrana, a 19th century woman born in Mexico, who
suffered from health conditions
that caused her body to be covered
in thick black hair and her jaw to
be disproportionately large.
According to Barbata, Pastrana
married a man in America who
displayed her around the country under monikers like, “Ugliest
Woman in the World” and was able
to make money from her exploitation. Pastrana and her child later
died during childbirth, and yet were

embalmed and publicly displayed
by her husband.
“The exploitation of Julia Pastrana did not end with her death,
nor his death or even the death
of his second wife, who inherited
the bodies,” Barbata said. “They
continued to be bought and sold.”
Barbata said she worked with
various groups for ten years to have
Pastrana’s body taken out of a modern collection in Norway and given
a proper burial in Mexico.
Both Potter and Barbata agreed
that though Pastrana’s situation
was very specific, her story can
still apply to many women who are
being exploited in their own fields.
“Her life and death touches on
so many subjects that are still
important and that people are still
fighting for today,” Barbata said.
Jahn contributed her “Careforce”
exhibit—which includes public
art, film and a mobile studio—
explores the often overlooked
work of caregivers and domestic
workers, who are predominantly
female, she said. Jahn’s work uses
several different media ranging

SGT.PEPPER’SLONELYHEARTSCLUBBAND
PERFORMED LIVE IN ITS ENTIRETY!
COME CELEBRATE THE 50th ANNIVERSARY OF THIS HISTORIC ALBUM

MARCH28–APRIL2
GROUPS10+:312.977.1710•TICKETSAVAILABLEATALLBROADWAYINCHICAGOBOXOFFICESANDTICKETMASTERRETAILLOCATIONS
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» KEVIN TIONGSON/CHRONICLE

Artist Laura Anderson Barbata contributed to the “Revolution at Point Zero: Feminist
at Point Zero” gallery with an exhibit titled, “La Extraordinaria Historia de la Julia
Pastrana,” which will be on display until April 24.

from take-home trading cards
portraying real-life caregivers
as superheroes to a video project
Jahn made to document her work
traveling and educating domestic
workers throughout the country.
“When we’re talking about
domestic work, it is also a way of
talking about the need for not only
nannies, health keepers and caregivers for economic stability, but
I’m also interested in pointing out
the ways in which it disproportionately affects women,” Jahn said.

Because the Glass Curtain
Gallery is on campus, Potter said
it was important that the installation fosters critical thinking.
“The show has quite a bit of educational material to provide and
that was also why we focused on
the text,” Potter said. “We felt a
great educational responsibility
to contextualize and to help people understand these things they
might have less familiarity with.”
ccarynski@chroniclemail.com

CAMPUS
WAX, FROM FRONT

potential capital campaign and
other possible future projects.
Wax’s has had assisted and
oversaw capital campaigns during
his time at the University of Iowa,
where he helped develop a $1.93
billion capital campaign, and the
University of Illinois, where he
planned and completed a $100
million campaign for the institution, according to the emailed
announcement.
“Our largest base is here in
Chicago, but we’ve got alums from
L.A. to New York and beyond,” Wax
said. “How do we empower them
to help make a difference? Alums
are raising their hands [asking],
‘What is the institution able to do
for me?’ ‘What can I do for the college?’ and ‘Can the college help us
connect with other alums?’ If we
can do those three things consistently, I feel we can empower our
alumni base.”
Wax added the career and financial situations of alumni do not
have large effects on the number
of donors or donations a college

receives, as long as they can participate on some level.
“The importance of participation rate is regardless of a person’s capacity or where they’re at
in their career or lifetime,” Wax
said. “A worthy goal is, ‘Can we
just get as many alumni on board
at some level?’”
Although transitioning from
public universities to a private
college will require the help of the
entire Columbia community, Wax
said he will still be able to apply his
skill sets successfully to the college. Despite the position’s recent
turnover, he also said he intends
to stay at the college long-term to
accomplish the goals he has set.
“I’ve been at two institutions and
my promise to both was the same
I made to Dr. Kim: I want to finish
whatever we get started,” Wax said.
“I’ve never left an institution without accomplishing exactly what I
set out to accomplish.”
Wax said he is also aware of
future projects the college has
planned that may need the support
of alumni donations in order to
accomplish, including the planned

REFUGEE, FROM PAGE 4

smugglers and the forced miscarriage of
his child.
Brownholtz said she was very aware of
Fargnoli’s importance to the interview process, which she facilitated in a way that was
emotionally safe for Rahimi. Brownholtz
added that she was glad Fargnoli was there
to step in when he seemed distressed.
Because of Rahimi’s limited English and
the sensitive nature of the interviews, the
project took nearly two years to complete
and was condensed from about 50 pages
of single-spaced transcripts to 26 double-spaced pages.
Brownholtz said she was never compensated for the story and also had to pay to
have the story translated to the Dari dialect
spoken by Rahimi in Afghanistan so he
could read and approve of the text.
Said Tabibi, who translated the text and
is an Afghan refugee himself, said the story
could change peoples’ ideas about refugees.
“They will see this one example of so
many other people leaving Afghanistan for
so many reasons,” Tabibi said. “They will
learn about the suffering that these people
have been through.”
In the story, Rahimi relates his struggle with depression and several suicide
attempts, although he now considers life
precious because of counseling.

student center announced during
the Fall 2015 Semester.
“If it’s of significant importance to the college, it’s of significant importance to the Office
of Development and Alumni
Relations,” Wax said.
Bill Wolf, chairman of the board
of trustees, said he is excited for
Wax’s appointment and hopes to
see him build an effective team to
improve relations with alumni, the
Chicago community and current
students. He also hopes to have
Wax at the college long term.
“It’s a multi-targeted effort and
we’re really starting from ground
zero right now,” Wolf said.
Executive Director of Alumni
Relations and Annual Giving
Miriam Smith, who filled Wax’s
position on an interim level before
his appointment, said he brings a
wealth of knowledge to the role.
“[Wax] is a strategic thinker and
planner and those are great qualities that we will benefit from when
it comes to our fundraising efforts,”
Smith said.
The accomplishment of Wax’s
goals entails the involvement of

Rahimi, who lives in the Chicago suburbs
with his wife and daughter, works for a
uniform company and has earned enough
money to buy a house and a new car, according to the story.
Fargnoli said Rahimi’s story could inspire
other refugees because many have trouble
finding work after coming to America.
“Just being able to work is actually a big
deal because a lot of refugees that come
here are too traumatized to even sustain
a job, and it leads to even more financial
stress,” Fargnoli said. “It [becomes] this
constant circle of not being able to work
and then stressing about paying bills, which
makes your symptoms even worse.”
Though retelling his story made
Rahimi relive some traumatic memories,
Brownholtz said it also allowed him to
remember moments like the first time
he met his wife and how he fell in love
with her.
“His story is documented, he has it for
his family, his daughter, and they have it
to hand down for generations,” she said.
“Some people have already read it and
responded and loved it. So step one is over,
but I want it to go beyond that and I think
he does too. He wants as many people to
read it as possible so I’m doing anything
I can.”

» Courtesy SHAWN WAX

Shawn Wax assumed the role of vice president for Development and Alumni Relations on March 15, according to an email from the Office of the President.

the entire Columbia community,
he said.
“Fundraising is a team sport, so
we need everyone to be involved
in our program,” Wax said. “When

it’s done right, everyone will feel as
if they have an ownership stake in
our development program.”
aportalatin@chroniclemail.com
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Are you interested in
performing at Manifest?
We are looking for musicians, DJs, actors, dancers, poets, and
comedians to celebrate, inspire and rock Manifest with your own performance!
Columbia's Manifest Practicum Class is holding auditions for performers.

THURSDAY, MARCH 30, 2017
6:00 P.M. - 10:00 P.M.
CONAWAY CENTER
1104 S WABASH AVE.
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FRIDAY, APRIL 1, 2017
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QUINCY WONG CENTER
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Artist showcase provides platform for the transgender community. » Page 17

Artists time travel to the ‘80s with ‘Imagined Interiors’
off peer pressure, something everyone
experiences in high school—which was
cut short for Barb.
“You don’t get sucked into doing something you know better, and Barb didn’t let
that happen to her,” Strzelinski said. “[She
was] about to break out into the new Barb,
but then she [got] distracted by her idiot
friend [Nancy].”
Shelley said Barb was on the brink of discovering herself, ditching Nancy and taking that art class she wanted to. Showing
Barb’s multifaceted interests through the
bedroom symbolized her budding maturity.
Barb fan Cat T. also jumped on the
“Justice for Barb” bandwagon after the
character experienced a “cruel death.” Cat,
who is 17 and requested The Chronicle
not print her last name because she is a
minor, creates “Justice 4 Barb” buttons
in the show’s signature typeface and sells
them on her Etsy shop ShopQueenB-tch.
She said they are one of her most popular items and has sold more than
20. Initially, she made
Website
Imagined Interiors envisions
them for herself

» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
IT BEGINS WITH brunch, then it continues
with cruises around Chicago to concoct
creative conversations. Next is the setup,
styling and photographing of a room imagined to be Barb Holland’s, from the Emmywinning Netflix show “Stranger Things.”
Barb’s retro teal dial-up telephone sits
on her bedside table next to her bowling
trophy, a salmon-colored ceramic kitten
and old VHS movies. Her bed is covered
with a colorful quilt, on which sits a 1981
Seventeen Magazine and her bright blue
eyeshadow. Complete with NASA and boyband posters on the wall and her puffy red
jacket hung up, Barb’s room looks lived-in
and homey.
Behind the lens are Rebecca Strzelinski
and Jen Shelley, designers of the room
who are in their 30s and live in Chicago.
It is the latest from their project Imagined
Interiors, a website that hosts photographs
of the imaginary rooms of vintage or vintage-inspired TV and movie characters.
The rooms have never been on screen.
In addition to Barb’s room, they have
created Melanie Daniels’ room from the

rooms of TV and film characters never
pictured onscreen. Barb Holland’s ‘80s bedroom from “Stranger Things” (pictured above) is
the newest room of the project. The website’s first
room was “Waiting for Guffman’s” Libby Mae
Brown’s ‘90s bathroom.

1963 film “The Birds,” Jane
Henderson’s from the 1984 film
“Paris, Texas,” and Libby Mae Brown’s
bathroom from the 1997 film “Waiting
for Guffman,” which was the first room
they created when they started the project
in April 2016. The duo hopes to take road
trips and travel to find new locations and
inspiration for upcoming projects, which
are constantly brewing.
Strzelinski, a local stylist and DJ, said
the idea to create the project came to her
in the shower. She thought of Shelley’s
“killer instinct” in photography and her
experience as a wedding photographer
and decided their interests and expertise
meshed to create the balance.
“It was a perfect merge of our worlds,”
Shelley said. “I was always looking for a
creative photography project where I could
break out a camera besides my iPhone.”
Strzelinski said Barb’s room came to be
not only because of her admiration for the
‘80s but also because of “Stranger Things’”
popularity. Strzelinski and Shelley thought
Barb deserved justice for being killed off
early in the show. They also wanted to
show Barb’s character development and
her attempt to find an identity and shake

for people to project certain things about
themselves onto the character and to relate
to her, which tends to be true of the majority
of the internet’s Barb following.”
The hype surrounding the unfortunate
character has brought Barb to life, Cat said,
allowing people to relive her personality
and visualize her development. Imagined
Interiors is an example of this, adding that
she thinks it is an accurate representation
of Barb’s room.
Strzelinski and Shelley said they are
drawn to characters, such as Libby Mae
and Barb, who experience transient life
changes and grapple with their identity.
These characters have minimal development on screen, so Imagined Interiors fills
the gap and creates a more robust storyline.
“The good thing about this project is
that’s what we are imagining, so we could
do our own version of Barb and nobody is
wrong,” Strzelinski said.
She said most objects for the rooms come
from dollar stores or thrift shops, Amazon
and items lying around their houses. Even
the shopping can be inspiring, she said.

» Photos Courtesy JEN SHELLEY

and her friends but seeing the craze for
Barb, decided to take part and sell them.
Barb’s ‘80s fashion style and her outsider
status appealed to Cat, who is still in high
school and can relate to Barb.
“Even though she dies pretty quickly,
that is part of the appeal because she is
never really fleshed out enough for their
to be any specifics about the character,”
she said. “The vagueness makes it easier

The creators shared their upcoming project, scheduled for April 22: table settings
for all of the characters from family board
game “Clue.” Both enjoy hosting parties and
dinners, so their interest in glassware and
table setting was the natural next project.
They also plan to showcase male characters and use black-and-white photo shoots.
aparrella@chroniclemail.com
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Thursday, March 30
JA RULE
» ZOË EITEL
MANAGING EDITOR

Let 'Big Bang Theory' finally fizzle

I

n a move to capitalize even further
on its most overrated show, CBS
unsurprisingly picked up "Young
Sheldon" for its 2017–2018 season, a
prequel to "The Big Bang Theory."
Though the prequel has been rumored
for a while, CBS finally confirmed the
upcoming show March 13 as well as
announced the actor who will play
the 9-year-old version of Jim Parson's
Sheldon Cooper—Iain Armitage.
It will follow Sheldon as a young
genius going through high school.
This news comes as negotiations
for a new two-season contract for the
show's five principle actors is in the
works since the previous contract
expired with the 10th season.
The continuation of the show is
also not a surprise since somehow for
the 2016 broadcast season, "The Big
Bang Theory" ranked first in primetime TV programs. It drew an average
of just under 20 million viewers.
I don't know how everyone isn't yet sick
of this embarrassment of a sitcom. Its
characters completely succumb to stereotypes, it tries to make political incorrectness quirky, the "jokes" are all just
random pop culture references, and it's
no more intellectual than any other show
because it sometimes guest stars Bill Nye.
One of the most egregious acts on the
show is how it treats its female characters. Kaley Cuoco's character Penny is the
prime example of this. Though she has
been in all of the more than 200 episodes
of the show, Penny has never been given
a last name and is a two-dimensional
depiction of a "hot blonde girl." She was
constantly the butt of jokes for being a
waitress and aspiring actress instead of
a scientist or professor like her friends,
before she became a pharmaceutical
sales representative. She has also spent
the full run of the show being slutshamed
for her sexual experience compared to
the other characters. One would think
this trope went out of style decades ago,
but it's still alive and well at CBS.
Penny and the other female characters are often the subjects of sexist
jokes and ridicule from the male characters, particularly the quirky and
socially awkward Sheldon. His offensive
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Studio Paris Nightclub
59 W. Hubbard St.
9 p.m.
$5, 21+

Tuesday, March 28
LAWRENCE ENGLISH

BOWLING FOR SOUP

Empty Bottle
1035 N. Western Ave.
9 p.m.
$12, 21+

Bottom Lounge
1375 W. lake St.
7 p.m.
$20, 17 +

Wednesday, March 29

one-liners are accepted because Sheldon
is so socially inept that he doesn't know
better. Nearly every episode boasts an
example of this behavior from Sheldon,
but the Season 9 premiere was particularly bad. Sheldon threw out lines
like, "You're a man, the champagne of
genders," "She was kind of an honorary
man. She had a penis made of science,"
and "All you hear women say is, 'I’ll just
have a salad,' 'Where’s my lip gloss.'"
The only good thing "The Big Bang
Theory" has done regarding its female
characters is cast real-life neuroscientist
Mayim Bialik as fictional neuroscientist Amy Farrah Fowler. But that's the
only favor it has done for that epitome-of-a-nerd-girl-cliché character.
Not only is the show, or at least its
main character, sexist, but it's also
racist. In one episode, Sheldon is trying
to appeal to a black Human Resources
administrator, and in doing so, he
makes multiple insensitive comments
and gives her a DVD of "Roots."
The showrunners' backward
thinking shouldn't be rewarded with
an additional two seasons, let alone
another show, no matter how many
undeserved Emmys it has won—nine.
"The Big Bang Theory" pretends
to be a hilarious, accurate depiction
of nerd culture with its references to
"Doctor Who," "Battlestar Gallactica,"
and Dungeons and Dragons, but all it
is doing is perpetuating stereotypes
that haven't been accurate in years.
But at least now we'll be able to
watch a 9-year old Sheldon be insensitive and offensive toward his peers.
zeitel@chroniclemail.com
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Double Door
1551 N. Damen Ave.
7 p.m.
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The Vic
3145 N. Sheffield
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FROM THE FRONT ROW
Guitarist Adrien Grousset played for
Carpenter Brut, a French electronic
musician, who performed March 13
at Thalia Hall, 1807 S. Allport St.

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
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» Courtesy KATE T. PARKER
» KENDRAH VILLIESSE
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
THE IDEA FOR photographer Kate T.
Parker’s new book, she said, began
with noticing her strongest shots

were those of her daughters being
silly and wild.
Wanting to share beauty, free
of filters and makeup, the Georgia
native said she collected the years
worth of images to create “Strong

is the New Pretty,” a photo book
that celebrates young girls who
are comfortable and confident in
their own skin.
“I wanted my girls to know that
their value came from who they

truly were, not something from
the outside,” Parker said.
“Strong is the New Pretty,”
released March 7, has captured
the attention of mothers and
daughters around the country,
Parker said. She is currently on a
book tour and her Chicago visit on
April 5 will take her to Athleta, a
women’s fitness clothing and supply store, 3415 N. Southport Ave.
“We are really excited to have
this event, and hopefully girls can
come in and check out the book,”
said Erin Mctague, assistant manager of the Lakeview Athleta. “The
book is really inspiring for girls
and we are excited to support
young girls into becoming the best
versions of themselves.”
Parker and her book fit in with
Athleta’s mission to encourage
confident women and girls to
reach their full potential, said
Kate Flannery, director of the
company’s Public Relations
and Community. Parker is also

featured in Athleta’s ‘Power of
She’ campaign, which showcases
women coming together to create
a social impact, Flannery added.
As someone who has been training young girls in gymnastics for
more than 36 years, Anne Alam,
founder of the Gymnastic Factory
and a fan of Parker’s, said the book
is necessary and timely because of
the impact social media can have
on girls’ self-esteem and their
growth into strong women.
“With social media today, the
kids have to be cookie cutters,”
Alam said. “If you look at selfies,
girls always have to have their
lips pursed up, and they have
to have their hands on their
hips. Everything is posed and a
calculated movement.”
The internet pressures girls
into thinking that images they
see are what is considered to
be perfect, according to Parker.
“As an adult you can recognize
that [these images] are not real,
and perfection does not really
exist. I don’t know if young girls
can see that,” Parker said.
SEE STRONG, PAGE 22

Book shows girls
embracing inner
strength

“Strong is the New Pretty” author Kate
T. Parker will stop at Athleta, 3415 N.
Southport Ave., April 5, as art of her
nationwide book tour.
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featured artist

Jake Gyllenhaal
gives new
perspective on

‘LIFE’

» KENDRAH VILLIESSE
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

S

ix crew members board the International Space Station as they set
out to discover extraterrestrial life
on Mars but encounters a form of life
that threatens the crew and all existence
on Earth.
“LIFE,” a sci-fi thriller directed by
Daniel Espinosa [“Safe House,” “Easy
Money”], follows the crew members on
their mission to Mars. While conducting
research, they realize life on Mars is more
intelligent than ever anticipated.
The movie, released March 24, features
Jake Gyllenhaal as Dr. David Jordan, alongside Ryan Reynolds and Rebecca Ferguson
and that adds a contemporary twist to the
sci-fi thriller genre and the depiction of
zero-gravity in film.
The Chronicle spoke with Gyllenhaal
about his work with Reynolds and experiences on the set of “LIFE.”

him. That was why he was able to gather
such an incredible crew because they
knew he was going to take this material
and bring it to another level.

THE CHRONICLE: What makes
“LIFE” different from other films that
show humans in space and extraterrestrial life?
JAKE GYLLENHAAL: What makes this
film individual is that it is all in zero-gravity, which is really interesting. You have a
group of people trying to survive in a space
but with your classic, fun, horror genre
storytelling. In this case, we don’t have any
atmosphere and we are all floating around.
The coolest part about it is that there are
some extraordinary chase sequences
that are acrobatic as a result of being in
zero-gravity. We have such incredible people working on this film that bring it to a
level that is unlike [other films.]

The movie contains moments of
horror and of laughter. How did you
handle the changes in tone when
going from scene to scene?
The thing about a lot of the space films
that I have seen [is] they are very serious.
This one, in a way, takes itself seriously
because it is beautifully made, but at the
same time you have a cast of people who
are all particularly [funny] like Ryan
Reynolds—I have never laughed so much
on set before. You have to be aware of the
reality and the non-reality of the situation.
Honestly, whenever you have a movie with
[Reynolds] in it, it is going to be funny.
He is just an extraordinary comedian;
it is part of his extraordinary talent.

What scene was the most challenging
for you?
One of the things that was alluring to me
was Espinosa and his take on what could
have been a much more obvious take on
this story. He loves his character and he
loves his actors—We are all very special
to him. The way he talked to each one of
us was very different, and I love that about

What was it like to simulate zero
gravity on film?
It takes a little time to get your bearings
in an environment like that, but I had so
much fun. You are hanging upside down
and spinning around in a circle while you’re
trying to have a serious conversation with
somebody. It adds something that I can’t
really put it to words; sometimes it is funny,
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Jake Gyllenhaal stars in new sci-fi thriller
movie “LIFE,” released March 24.

» Courtesy COLUMBIA PICTURES

sometimes it is so abnormal. There is no
right or left in the International Space
Station, and as a result the movie has that
feeling too. The audience will ever know
which way is up or down, or right or left.
Your perspective will always be shifting
and because we are also dealing with this
creature, most of the time we don’t know
where it is or if it is a figment of our imagination. You will only understand how we
felt when you see the movie.
This movie focuses on strong female
leads. Why is it important to create strong roles for women in film?
The women in this movie have some of
the most interesting things to do in it and
are truly the leaders. Olga Dihovichnaya’s
[character] is the leader of our ship and
Ferguson’s [character] is the one who is
the bravest in the midst of all of this. I am
not only concerned with myself and the
character I play in a film; I am interested in
what it is saying and I love that there were
really good roles for women. That is a very
important factor in all filmmaking. [It’s]
necessary and should be a standard that we
take for granted, but unfortunately is not.
What else struck you about making
this production?
I am interested in movement. The way a

human moves and how they behave in a
space is 50 percent of what I find fascinating about acting. We had an incredible movement coach on this movie. [Our
coach], Alexandra Reynolds, is someone
who worked with Eddie Redmayne in “The
Theory of Everything.” I would say that
what was most interesting and difficult
at times was how real the ship was built,
so when we were being chased or if we
were running somewhere, if we hit something, we hit it hard. I am pretty physically
attuned, but things don’t always go right.
I can’t tell you how many times I was cut
up or bruised from this beautiful ship that
they designed. It was always a challenge.
What kind of training did you go
through to realistically portray your
work at the space station?
We worked with doctors who had been
in space and doctors who have worked
with astronauts. I happen to play a doctor with very little experience in space.
We had a movement coach studying the
footage of the people in the International
Space Station and how they moved, then
going back into our own personalities and
what our qualities were and how we would
move in zero-gravity.
kvilliesse@chroniclemail.com
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Showcase promotes visibility of
transgender artists, community
manager and service technician
at Columbia’s Computer Store.
Center on Halsted, 3656 N.
Halsted
St., will feature work
PINK AND PURPLE waves swirl
ranging
from
painting to spoken
together and form a tornado. To
word
created
by
Chicago artists.
viewers, the photograph seems
The
event
will
provide
a needed
to be a storm from an alien
platform
for
artists
to
display
their
planet, but in reality it is a digiwork
and
emphasize
the
visibiltally-enhanced image of Vaseline
ity of the transgender community,
smeared on a mirror.
This and artist Luna Luxe’s said Vanessa Sheridan, the cenother photographs will be on dis- ter’s director of Trans Relations
play at Center on Halsted’s first and Community Engagement.
“The trans community is diverse
“Transgender Day of Visibility
and
filled with all different peo2017: Artist Showcase,” March 31.
ple
who
express themselves in all
Luxe said there are few platforms
different
kinds of ways,” Sheridan
for transgender representation, so
said.
“Art
is simply a platform for
the event is significant because it
this
expression.”
unites transgender artists.
Sheridan said the showcase will
“Gathering 30 different trans
begin
with the visual arts presenpeople in one show [illustrates]
tation
and the live performances
that these people—besides their
will
follow
in the center’s theater.
identity—can make really cool
Every
year,
Center on Halsted
art,” said Luxe, who is also a
» BLAIR PADDOCK
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

The “Transgender Day of Visibility
2017: Artist Showcase” March 31
will feature 30 artists including
Luna Luxe, whose photography
will be on display.

hosts events in celebration of
Transgender Visibility Day, but
this is the first year it has done an
artist showcase, Sheridan said.
“I was thinking about what we
could do to celebrate visibility and
achievements, and I thought it
[would] be a good idea to celebrate
the diversity of artistic talent that
exists particularly in the transgender community here in Chicago,”
Sheridan said.
The excessive attention paid to
transgender celebrities such as
Caitlyn Jenner overshadows the
community’s diversity, giving
people a one-dimensional view
of what it is like, Luxe said.
“[There is] some good representation, but for the most part
the focus on the bathroom issue
over the murder rate and lack
of healthcare [is the problem],”
Luxe said.
SEE VISIBILITY, PAGE 22

» Courtesy LUNA LUXE

UMBRA
VIVIANE SASSEN
JANUARY 26 - APRIL 1, 2017

mocp.org

Viviane Sassen
Green Vlei, 2015
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Flags for freedom: 606
project symbolizes equality
especially poignant issue in light
of the current political environment, Terry said.
DURING THE DAY, they wave in the
“Considering the overall climate
wind, speckling the brown earth we find ourselves in, it’s really
with color. At night, they reflect important for there to be a reflecthe moonlight, resembling stars. tive form and to know where you
The 11,000 flags planted at stand,” Terry said.
the Exelon observatory, 1801
The observatory’s landscape
N. Ridgeway Ave., make up the needed an update, creating an
“Declaration” installation sur- opportunity for an artist to come
rounding the Bloomingdale Trail, in and change the space, said
commonly known as The 606. Caroline O’Boyle, The 606’s direcThe project was created with tor of Programs and Partnerships.
22 Chicago public schools and Organizers wanted to surprise
community organizations.
regulars with thousands of flags
Artist Gwendolyn Terry has and engage the community.
been working since November
“The people running on the trail
with The Trust for Public Land have seen the observatory a thouand Chicagoans to create a col- sands times, but then they go there
lection of flags that will remain the next day and it’s covered with
on display until mid-spring. The glittery flags,” O’Boyle said.
project focuses on the need to proThe opening ceremony took
tect human rights and equality, an place March 10, and since then
» BLAIR PADDOCK
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

The flags along The 606 trail are part of
“Declaration,” an installation representing equality and the importance of
community, said artist Gwendolyn Terry.

O’Boyle said dozens of people
stopped to ask her about the flags
as she installed the piece.
Out of the 11,000 flags, 2,000
were made by students and community members, while the rest
were made by Terry. She asked
participants to create a f lag
expressing what they stood for.
The first step was to choose one
of three shapes for their flags: a
triangle representing the participant, a square for their home and
a circle for the world. Next, flag
designers were asked to think of
a meaningful phrase that would
guide their use of color and design.
“Flags are such a loaded tool.
They’re a signaling device for
communication,” Terry said. “I
saw this as being an ability to
communicate non-verbally during
a challenging time.”
Terry said she was inspired by
a quote from the United Nation’s
“Universal Declaration of Human
Rights,” stating “All humans are

» ESTHER BELL/CHRONICLE

born free and equal in dignity and
rights.” The installation brings the
quote to life through the variety of
flags that illustrate everyone has
an equal voice and opinion .
Rachael Boblett, a teacher at
Humboldt Community Christian
School, took part in the installation. She said the project was
significant because the school
does not have a full-time art
teacher, so supplemental art
projects are always beneficial for
their students.
“It was fun that students got to
do art,” Boblett said. “They also

got to see something that is not
only part of the school but a part
of the community,”
The scale of the project also
shows how one voice can be amplified, O’Boyle said. If one individual
made a flag, it seems insignificant;
however, when a whole population
produces flags, it shows the collective power of that group, she added.
“The city has taken a strong
stance for it’s people,” Terry said.
“It’s important to know where you
stand on things and have a voice.”
bpaddock@chroniclemail.com
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FEATURED PHOTO

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
Miguel Cervantes, who plays Alexander Hamilton in the Chicago run of “Hamilton,” was joined onstage by Darrius Clinkscales from Noble Charter School at the student performance of the Hamilton Education
Program March 15. The ongoing program at PrivateBank Theatre, 18 W. Monroe St., invites students from Chicago Public Schools to watch “Hamilton” and integrate its history lessons into their studies.

Loop Auto Parks
524 S. Wabash

$8 After 4PM
(valid until midnight)

2 Hours- $8
6 Hours- $12

10 Hours- $15
*special event rates may apply
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obert Pattinson walks into one of
the World Trade Center buildings
on 9/11. Ben Affleck serves in the
Army Corps when Japan attacks Pearl
Harbor. Mark Wahlberg aides a manhunt for the terrorists who detonated
bombs at the Boston Marathon.
It’s not a rare occurrence to see
tragedies on film, but the ones that
are most harrowing are based on
true events. Catastrophes seen
on the news are often revisited
in feature films decades, or even
just a few years, after the fact. At
their best, these films can serve
as tributes. At their worst, they can
end up exploitative and inaccurate.
Filmmakers decide whether a
tragedy’s portrayal is artistic,
mostly nonfiction or with
complete historical accuracy, but these choices
pose risks. These films
can evoke painful memories of loss triggered by
what is shown on screen.
Filmmakers must take the
victims, affected family members and survivors’ wellbeing
into account, as well as the
effect the film could have on
how the tragedy is remembered
by the general public.
The over-sensationalized films
are often perceived as attempts
to make money rather than

memorialize the tragic event, such as the
2006 docudrama “World Trade Center.”
“There’s a wonderful old expression:
The problem with Hollywood as an art
form is that it’s a business, and the problem with Hollywood as a business is that
it’s an art form,” said Ron Falzone, an
associate professor in Columbia’s Cinema
Art and Science Department. “You have
those two things battling.”
Hollywood has always had an interest
in making these types of movies because
people have always had an interest in
watching them, according to Steven
Lipkin, a professor of Communication
at Western Michigan University who has
studied docudrama films.
Released in December 2016 just three
years after the Boston Marathon bombings, “Patriots Day” tells the story of the
post-bombing manhunt with what critics
view as excessive amounts of patriotism
and sentimentality due to overcompensation for the film’s timing. Boston-born
Wahlberg stars as Police Sergeant Tommy
Saunders, a real police officer who was
working security at the marathon and
assisted in investigating the bombings.
“Patriots Day” grossed $44 million
worldwide, failing to top its $45 million
budget during its four months in theaters. Despite the film’s financial performance, it has an 80 percent “Fresh”
Rotten Tomatoes rating, which suggests it
pleased the people who saw it. But some
critics are turned off by the film’s premise.

FEATURE

“It just looks like
straight hero worship,” Falzone said. “I
don’t need to be told that the police on
that day were heroes. I know that.”
The time span between the Boston
bombings and the film’s release left a
short healing period for audiences, and
for many, this was still an open wound
too painful to relive. There is no magic
formula for the amount of time that has
to pass before a tragedy can be made
into a movie, so it has to be decided on a
case-by-case basis.
Many victims can have flashbacks to
the event for years or even their whole
lives, so any length of time would be too
soon for a film adaptation for them, and
they would most likely not see the movie,
said Robert Simmermon, an Atlantabased psychologist and chairperson of
the Film Committee for the American
Psychological Association.
The passage of time can eventually
dull the pain of what’s being presented,
at least for those who were not directly
affected by the tragedy.
“Sometimes what happens with the
repetition—it happens a lot in the news—
you see the exact same clip over and over
and over again, and it loses potency,”
Simmermon said.
With more recent events, the audience
may include survivors, which imposes a
duty on the filmmaker to be faithful to
the story as most remember it. It can be
beneficial to consult survivors or victims’

families when creating the plot,
Simmermon said. Filmmakers did
so in the making of “United 93,” the
2006 film about the hijacked plane
diverted to a field in Pennsylvania
on 9/11.
“Sometimes if someone is watching
and they see a filmmaker’s notion of
their story, it may not be the images they
have in their mind,” Simmermon said.
The best films will make the melding
of memory and art seamless, he added.
Drama is an essential element when everyone knows how the story ends because
surprising audiences is still important.
“[Filmmakers have to find] ways to take
something that you know the ending to
and make that still something that people
go, ‘Wow, I wasn’t expecting that,’” Lipkin
said. “That’s part of the obligation you
have as a feature-film storyteller.”
Filmmakers can also take liberties
like creating fictional characters to follow through their journey dealing with
a tragedy, but that can be a slippery slope.
There is a thin line between creative
interpretation of an event and creating
a false history.
While including fictional characters
and storylines in a film about real people
who suffered through a tragedy can make
it easier for the audience to relate to and
understand, Falzone said it is important
for filmmakers not to reduce those characters to stereotypes of victims because
that can “cheapen” the event.
David Richter, a professor of English
at Queens College in New York who has
written books on ethics in nonfiction film,
believes fictional characters can serve a
valid purpose, and the use of them sometimes isn’t avoidable.
“Nonfiction films often create characters to be a spokesman for the film’s

author,” Richter said in a
March 3 email interview. “In a
documentary, this would be a violation
of the audience’s trust; in a nonfiction
film, it’s at worst a venial sin.”
Changes to historic events to make
them more cinematic can become the
accepted understanding of the tragedy.
Audiences may believe these films to be
historical accounts, even if they are not
intended to be taken that way.
Fictional movies, like 1997’s “Titanic,”
use real events to frame the story, which
can alter people’s perception of history
because using facts makes fictional
aspects appear plausible, Falzone said.
“Whether most people realize it or not,
the significant knowledge they have of historical events is from movies,” he added.
Lipkin said recent Oscar-nominee
“Jackie” is an example of a movie that took
a historical tragedy—the assassination of
President John F. Kennedy—and created
a story about speculative events and emotions behind closed doors rather than
the external events that can be checked
and proven.
Unlike the actual footage and images
released at the time of the assassination,
“Jackie” didn’t shy away from the violence
and gore of the murder, which could be
due to the amount of time that has passed.
The actual assassination was caught
on camera in the infamous Zapruder
Film, so “Jackie” had to mirror the events
captured but was able to put the audience
into the tragedy with Natalie Portman’s
character by amplifying the violence,
according to Margaret Ervin Bruder, a
lecturer in the English Department at
Western Carolina University who has
studied aestheticized violence in film.

She added that filmmakers aren’t
necessarily comfortable stylizing violence
in films depicting real events because
real violence is taken more seriously than
fictional violence, such as that in highly
choreographed superhero movies.
“‘Saving Private Ryan’ is a good example,” Ervin Bruder said. “Sure it’s highly
stylized, but it’s to give it gritty realism
because it’s built on the aesthetic of those
photographs of Omaha Beach.”
Audiences would not typically accept
an aestheticized and beautiful depiction
of violent historical events, she added; it’s
more about bringing the audience back to
the moment of the tragedy, not evoking
visceral reaction.
Violence is often used in film for shock
value, but in these types of films, that
isn’t as acceptable, especially when it’s
rewriting history.
Though mostly fiction, “Titanic”
includes two characters based on real
people who were aboard the actual ship:
Molly Brown and Charles Lightoller, the
ship’s second officer. Falzone said neither
character is true to their real-life inspirations, and Lightoller’s is a particular
affront to the heroic memory of the person
due to his violent end.
“He saved probably about 150 people,
and in the movie, they have him shoot
himself in the head,” Falzone said. “That’s
an insult. That was the part where I said,
‘You’ve overstepped the bounds. This isn’t
even dramatically effective. I don’t know
why you did that. Probably because you
liked the special effect of a bullet going
through somebody’s head.’ That was an
insult to the memory of a real life hero.”

zeitel@chroniclemail.com
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VISIBILITY, FROM PAGE 17

STRONG, FROM PAGE 15

» Courtesy LUNA LUXE
Photographer Luna Luxe said she creates her images, pictured above, by smearing Vaseline on mirrors and shooting multiple exposures, adding color digitally.

“It is still not a hate crime to
murder trans people in [31] states;
there are more important issues
that we need to tackle,” Luxe said.
Painter Nadia Valdez said she
is showcasing her portraits of
transgender women of color to make
the diversity of the community
more visible. She said she hopes
attendees have a greater respect for
transgender women and recognize
the community’s beauty.
“We’ve always been the biggest target for violence within
the demographic and sort of

overlooked,” Valdez said. “I felt like
putting that to light would make
a lot more sense to celebrate the
Transgender Day of Visibility.”
The showcase promotes the
artistic talent and diversity
needed in this turbulent time for
transgender people, Sheridan said.
“We’re trying to uplift the community and show we are capable of
making contributions,” Sheridan
said. “It’s a way to provide [positivity] in this difficult time.”
bpaddock@chroniclemail.com

» Courtesy KATE T. PARKER

“It is important for girls to see
something like this book and see
what is beautiful,” Parker added.
Echoing Parker’s message, Alam
said she has been teaching girls
about “Girl Grit,” a phrase she
coined that pushes girls to achieve
their goals.
“A ‘Girl Grit’ would be someone [who has] the desire and the

DELILAH’S
2771 N. Lincoln * (773) 472-2771

PUNK ROCK
MONDAYS

perseverance to continue through
“I wanted the book to be as
[the obstacles] they have to go diverse as possible, and I wanted
through,” Alam said. “Grit is what any girl that picks it up to be able
gets us up and gets us going every- to see somebody they can relate
day, and that is why I love what to,” Parker said. “This is a message
[Parker] has done because every that needs repeating, we forget
one of those little girls has grit.”
that our power and our strength
The book consists of photos comes from our unique selves.”
Parker has taken around the country of girls of all demographics.
kvilliesse@chroniclemail.com
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Bowling for Soup knocks down their 11th pin
THE CHRONICLE: How has the way
you perform and write changed since
you started?
JARET REDDICK: In 1994, [we had] no
rules and were just trying to figure out who
and what Bowling for Soup really was. We
definitely found our niche as far as how we
sound and what our live show is. We found
that after four years, we really continued
to hone in on that; whereas, a lot of bands—
especially in our genre—have gone on to do
different things.

Grammy-nominated band Bowling for Soup
is scheduled to perform at the Bottom
Lounge, 1375 W. Lake St., March 31.

» Courtesy AUSTIN GRISWOLD

has released more than 10 albums since
1994 and was nominated for a Grammy in
2003 for Best Pop Performance by a Duo
rom “Girl All The Bad Guys Want” or Group with Vocals for the hit “Girl All
to the theme song of “Phineas and The Bad Guys Want.” The group created
Ferb,” Jaret Reddick and the rest of their 11th album Drunk Dynasty in October
Bowling for Soup won’t stop rocking. With a 2016, following their Songs People Actually
continually growing fan base, the pop-punk Liked Vol. 1 album in January 2015, and is
group has stayed strong after 23 years of scheduled to perform at the Bottom Lounge,
performing and creating music.
1375 W. Lake St., March 31.
Known predominantly among millenThe Chronicle spoke to Reddick about the
nials for its 2004 single “1985,” the band band and their Drunk Dynasty tour.
» KENDRAH VILLIESSE
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

F

Why did you come back into the
music scene with Drunk Dynasty ?
Drunk Dynasty was one of those things
where it was time for us to do something
[again] musically. It had been a while since
we’ve done an album, so we planned [to do]
an EP. We went in [the studio], and the songs
just flowed out and we were in such a good
spot, everything just lined up perfectly. We
recorded about six songs, and I thought, “We
need to just make this a whole album,” so
we went back and created a whole album.

fun; it’s what we do and we still enjoy it. We
had to take breaks because of adulthood and
we needed to take a step back. We didn’t want
to be the guys that burn it out. It is a matter of
pacing ourselves and we are still best friends.
How do you keep up with the stylistic
changes in your genre over the years?
I don’t think any of us make an effort to
[keep up.] The other three guys are pretty
out of touch as far as “hip” music and what
is popular. They listen to music of course,
but I don’t really think they are in tune with
what is going on. I have [young] kids, so
I definitely get what is popular and what
the hits are. I think as far as our genre, it is
pretty easy because we stay up with what
our friends are doing.

Do you think “1985” is relevant in
today’s time?
I think most kids [still] think that their mom
is uncool. Back in the day, that is all we heard;
our audience was so young that all we heard
about was how uncool parents were. I think
“1985” is really similar to “High School Never
What motivates the band to continue Ends,” it continues to grow with the audience
to make music?
and remain true to form.
We always had one rule: Once it is not fun
anymore, we will stop. It just continues to be
kvilliesse@chroniclemail.com

April showers...
» JONATHAN SADOWSKI

“Often”
“Cough Syrup”
“Year 3000”
“A Seaside Town”
“Purple Rain”

Young the Giant
Jonas Brothers
Meine Meinung
Prince

“Stay”
“No One”

Rihanna
Alicia Keys

“Dive”
“She Will Be Loved”

“Bleeding Love”

Leona Lewis

“Clean”

“Ordinary People”

John Legend

“Nothing”

“No Air”

AD & BUSINESS MANAGER

COPY EDITOR

MARKETING CONSULTANT

The Weeknd

» CHARLIE CONNELLY

» LAUREN CARLTON

» MICHA THUSTON

OFFICE ASSISTANT

Staff Playlist

Jordan Sparks

“Unwritten”

Ed Sheeran
Maroon 5
Taylor Swift
The Script
Natasha Bedingfield

“It’s Raining Men”
“Complicated”
“Ironic”

The Weather Girls
Avril Lavinge
Alanis Morissette

“Ophelia”

The Lumineers

“Monsoon”

Hippo Campus
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» PHOTOS WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE

WHAT WINTER CLOTHING
WILL YOU MISS WEARING?

Charlie Curtis-Beard

junior music major
“Layers like windbreakers
and my sweaters”

Amanda May

sophomore art and art history
“Winter jeans, jackets.”

Anna Jo Herron

junior theatre major
“My leather jacket”

ARE YOU TIRED OF YOUR ROOMMATES?
RENT OUT SOUTH
LOOP CLUBHOUSE!
STUDIOS STARTING AT $900/MONTH
NO SECURITY DEPOSIT

CONGRESS

HARRISON

clubhousestudios@comcast.net
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Oyster-flavored
stir-fried ramen
» ERIC BRADACH
METRO EDITOR
RAMEN, THE WORLD-RENOWNED Japanese dish, can be
prepared in ways other than soup, such as stir fry. This
can easily be made in the convenience of your dorm room
with the addition of whatever is leftover in the fridge.

Ingredients:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

1 – 3 ounce package ramen noodles
1 – tablespoon canola oil
1 – tablespoon sugar
1 – garlic clove, chopped
1 – teaspoon black pepper
2 – tablespoons onions, chopped
3 – tablespoons oyster sauce
Assorted fresh vegetables
Instructions:
1. Boil a pot of water and add the noodles. Let boil for
three minutes.
2. Halfway through, add vegetables.
3. Set ramen aside in a strainer.
4. Heat oil in a frying pan, add garlic and onions.
5. Add ramen, vegetables, sugar, black pepper, oyster
sauce, mix and enjoy.
ebradach@chroniclemail.com

Recipe

» ESTHER BELL AND JAMES TSITIRIDIS/CHRONICLE

A cozy ride is only 5 minutes away.

Use code CHRIS551934

for up to $50 in free ride credit.
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video & blog
reviews

Video: “American
Gods” trailer
Adapted from the international
bestselling novel by the incredible
Neil Gaiman, American Gods is the
hot new series that will undoubtedly be the next big subject around the
water cooler. Dealing with issues
such as diaspora, irrelevance and
identity, this adaptation seems
faithful to Gaiman’s source material, and will provide twists, turns,
blood and subterfuge.

ARTS & CULTURE

LUNCHROOM
TRADE PIECES
» CHARLIE CONNELLY
AD & BUSINESS MANAGER

» ZOË EITEL
MANAGING EDITOR

Cosmic Brownies

Clarke and Bellamy, “The 100”:

This tiny dessert was the ultimate lunchroom trade piece. If you had a Cosmic
Brownie in your lunchbox, girls adored
you and boys wanted to be you. You didn’t
deal this delicacy out too often, but when
you did, everyone quickly became your
new best friend.

Co-leaders of their rag-tag group of
apocalypse survivors for almost the entirety of the show, these two are always
there for each other through the few good
times and the many bad ones. Clarke has
pretty much overcome the death of her
girlfriend, so it’s about time to move on.

Leftover Pizza

Olivia and Rafael, “Law & Order:
SVU”:

One man’s trash is another man’s treasure, especially when it comes to pizza.
Dishing out leftover pizza would boost
your credibility with tablemates, which
paid off during future transactions.
Ho Ho’s
While Little Debbie will always hold
a special place in my heart, this Hostess masterpiece was the ultimate game
changer. This hot commodity allowed
you to get a sleeve of Pringles and still
keep half the treat.
Fruit Roll-Ups

Blog:
“natgeotraveluk.
tumblr.com”

Take a vacation—without the
cost. This blog posts stunning,
high-definition photos of different
places around the world. It includes
captions of where and when the
photo was taken with links to other
social media accounts with similar
posts. Educate yourself and enjoy
beautiful photography from all over
the world.

UNREALIZED TV
RELATIONSHIPS

Whether it was Fruit by the Foot or ones
with Scooby-Doo tattoos, it never hurt
to have a Fruit Roll-Up in your arsenal.
Some may view these as the poor man’s
Gusher, but if you ask me, the versatility
of this fruit snack sets it apart from the
rest of the competition.

Assistant District Attorney Rafael Barba
was introduced in Season 14 of “SVU,”
and he and Lieutenant Olivia Benson
have an amazing work relationship and
friendship. Since Benson just ended her
most recent relationship, I’m holding out
for these two to start up soon.
Daryl and Carol, “The Walking Dead”:
Daryl and Carol have had a flirtationship that began in Season 2 and has been
growing stronger each subsequent season. If they get together, maybe I’ll start
watching the show again.
Veronica and Betty, “Riverdale”:
These girls kissed once in the first episode
but just to shock people during cheerleader tryouts. Instead of worrying about the
fickle boys on this show, Veronica and Betty should give each other a shot.

Anything with a flat red plastic
spreader

Nancy, Jonathan and Steve,
“Stranger Things”:

These bad boys don’t hold much weight
in the real world, but they serve a purpose in the cafeteria. It didn’t matter if
it was crackers and cheese or Oreos and
cream, a red plastic spreader meant you
were in business.

Besides the monsters and abductions in
Season 1, a big debate was whether Nancy would end up with Jonathan or Steve.
She picked Steve, but why did she have to
choose? I’m hoping the new season will
explore this polyamorous relationship.
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QUOTES SEAN
SPICER SAID WITH
A STRAIGHT FACE
» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

“This was the largest audience to
ever witness an inauguration—
period—both in-person and around
the globe”:
I don’t know what’s funnier here, Sean
Spicer trying to defend a discredited
claim or that he believed it was true.
“If you have other countries, please
let us know”:
Spicer said this when asked whether
countries would be added to the first
travel ban. Trump says he is looking
out for the American people, but he
just sounds like he doesn’t know how
to do his job.
“I think sometimes we can disagree
with the facts...but our intention is
never to lie to you”:
Please tell me how you can disagree
with a fact and not be lying? It’s not the
same as disagreeing with an opinion.
“I talked to the president prior to
this and he said to quote him very
clearly, ‘They may have been phony
in the past but it’s very real now’”
This wasn’t supposed to be a joke, but
everyone was laughing when Spicer
said this about the new unemployment
rate. Everyone but him, of course.
“The president was very clear in his
tweet that it was, you know, ‘wire
tapping.’ That spans a whole host
of surveillance types”:
Spicer used air quotes in a feeble attempt to suggest the word meant something else. Now, the internet is full of
air quotes—what’s real anymore?

reviews
APP

SCREEN

ARTS & CULTURE

scale

MUSIC

RANDOM

UPTIME APP

LORDE’S SNL
PERFORMANCE

BEAUTY AND THE
BEAST SOUNDTRACK

HAROLD’S
CHICKEN SHACK

» LAUREN KOSTIUK
DIGITAL CONTENT MANAGER

» MARISA SOBOTKA
CAMPUS REPORTER

» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

» JAMES TSITIRIDIS
GRAPHIC DESIGNER

Uptime, released March 11, isn’t anything that hasn’t been done before. The
app allows users to share and watch
YouTube videos with friends in a group
chat. The app’s twist is that the video
plays in the background with the chat
feature over it. This way the user can
watch the video and respond at the same
time. The app isn’t exciting and gets old
fast. It is a lot easier to use iMessage.

If you didn’t get a bad case of the “feels”
after watching Lorde’s March 12 “SNL”
performance of her new track “Liability,”
you’re lying. The stripped-down performance featuring her and a pianist, made
for a very raw version of the song. Her
voice was mesmerizing, and her outfit
was on point. This performance made
me even more excited for the upcoming
release of her new album.

Disney’s movie Beauty and the Beast
released its soundtrack March 10 to
many happy Emma Watson fans. In case
you were wondering, she can mostly
sing, but it’s no Liza Minnelli or Paige
O’Hara—the Belle in the 1991 film. Watson’s voice still captures the heroine,
but her British accent is too strong for
most songs—and isn’t she supposed to
be French?

Crispy, creamy, fried chicken is the
go-to at Harold’s Chicken Shack, especially with its tasty mild sauce. This
conveniently located restaurant is a
must for Columbia students and has
been serving Chicagoans for years—always with a side of coleslaw and a slice
of bread. Meals are cooked to order so
expect a hot, delicious meal in less than
ten minutes.

APP

SNAPCHAT
UPDATE

SCREEN

‘LOVE’ SEASON 2

MUSIC

FRANK OCEAN’S
‘CHANEL’

RANDOM

GAME OF THRONES
FINAL SEASONS

» LAUREN CARLTON
COPY EDITOR

» CHARLIE CONNELLY
AD & BUSINESS MANAGER

» LAUREN KOSTIUK
DIGITAL CONTENT MANAGER

» GABRIEL DE LA MORA
GRAPHIC DESIGNER

Snapchat’s March 15 update now allows
users to have a “best friends” only option.
Users can save all their favorite snappers
on their “Today” screen and quickly access them to chat. Now you don’t have to
spend time searching for your squad and
can spend more time looking through
filters and stickers. This update also
changed the general appearance of the
app, making everything less “square” and
more modernized.

The comedic genius of Judd Apatow,
Lesley Arfin and Paul Rust finally came
back to Netflix March 10. While Season one of “Love” left us rooting against
Mickey and Gus’ pairing, the second
season opens a floodgate of emotions to
want the contrary. From bad psychedelic drug trips to spontaneous days at the
beach, “Love” remains incredibly realistic, nuanced and true to the way we love
and want to be loved.

Frank Ocean dropped a new single
March 10 in his typical fashion: unannounced. After waiting years for his
highly anticipated album Blonde, released Aug. 20, 2016, no one expected
new music anytime soon. In his new
single, the listener gets to hear a sweeter
side of the singer than in previous tracks.
With its genius melodies and captivating vocals, I can’t stop playing this song.
Frank Ocean never disappoints.

The world wept as it was announced
that both remaining Game of Thrones
seasons would be cut from their usual length of 10 episodes. The seventh season will finish with seven
episodes, and the final season will
finish with a mere six. However, the
show’s budget remains the same,
which means the creators will have
more money for each episode to blow
viewers’ minds.
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Chicago needs
fewer guns,
not more

M

any Chicagoans have decided
to take a controversial
safety precaution amid the
city’s high crime rates, according
to a March 10 DNAinfo article.
DNAinfo reported a 63 percent surge
in state-issued gun permits in 2016—
Chicago’s bloodiest year in two decades—
with many reportedly purchasing guns
for precautionary, safety reasons. The
number of Chicagoans with “concealed
carry” permits also has jumped dramatically since 2015—from 13,948 to 22,517.

The State Police Firearms Services
Bureau reminded applicants on its website to be patient while waiting for their
identification cards because it is experiencing record numbers of applications
every month, according to the article.
However, Chicago’s history with
guns used to be a lot stricter. The city’s
expansion of gun rights is the result of
a series of court orders that found city
and state bans unconstitutional. As a
result, Illinois was required to authorize
a concealed carry law in 2013 while

editorial
Chicago had to legalize handgun possession in 2010 and gun stores in 2014.
Chicagoans are justified in
feeling unsafe given the uptick in
violent crime, but more guns are
not the answer. Methods of protection do not have to be lethal. Guns
should always be the last resort.
According to the DNAinfo article,
Edison Park and Norwood Park—in
the northwest corner of the city—and
Morgan Park and Mount Greenwood—in
the southwest corner—have the highest
per capita number of gun permits.
The Northwest side isn’t known for
crime, but in the last year multiple
instances of criminal activity have
occurred near the area, including the
fatal shooting of a 24-year-old woman
on March 18, 2016, while she sat in a
parked car in the Belmont Gardens
neighborhood, according to a Chicago
Tribune article published the same day.
Because instances like this are rare
on the Northwest side compared to
other areas of Chicago, the residents’

editorial

Intentionally infecting someone
with HIV should remain a felony

A

California state senator is looking
to amend a bill that classifies the
intentional infection of someone
with HIV as a felony. The bill—proposed by
San Francisco’s Sen. Scott Wiener—would
reduce the charge to a misdemeanor
and is designed to reduce the stigma
against people who are HIV-positive.
Illinois treats intentional transmission
of HIV as a felony but amended its law
in 2012 to make it easier to obtain the
defendant’s medical records, which is necessary to prove knowledge of HIV status.
The AIDS Foundation of Chicago writes
on its website that when it saw that passage
of the amendment was inevitable, it worked
to make the law less severe. Defendants
must specifically intend to infect their
partners with HIV, and people who use
condoms cannot be charged. It also does not
apply to kissing, oral sex, spitting or biting.

Wiener needs to realize people who deliberately infect others with HIV are engaging
in sexual assault. The idea of someone
seeking out multiple partners and intentionally infecting them is beyond egregious,
and the penalty needs to remain a felony.
An estimated 1.2 million people in
the U.S. were living with HIV at the end
of 2013, according to the most recent
statistics from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention. Of those people, about 13 percent—one in eight—did
not know they had been infected.
AIDs in the 1980s was a death sentence, which spawned many irrational
laws. Since then, the use of condoms has
reduced the rate of infection, and PrEP
treatments have reduced the severity of
the disease. From 2008–2014, the number
of diagnoses dropped 18 percent, from
45,700 to 37,600, according to a Feb. 14

response may have been overzealous.
Perhaps these residents think concealed
carry will protect their home and families—a distinctly white working-class
ideology—but this wave of paranoia is
leading to more guns in the city, and
that is the last thing Chicago needs.
If Chicagoans are feeling the need to
purchase guns for protection—though
it likely won’t provide additional
safety—training must be increased. To
legally buy a handgun, ammunition or a
stun gun in the city, Chicagoans must
possess a state-issued firearm owner’s
identification card that costs $10 covers
a background check to detect criminal
convictions and recorded mental health
conditions. The $150 concealed carry
permit, which is valid for five years,
requires 16 hours of training including
three to four hours gun-range practice.
Fighting violence with more violence
is never the answer. It is imperative that
everyone who either purchases and registers a gun or applies for a concealed carry
permit does so with no plans to use it.

CDC press release. Even so, the act of
transmitting HIV is extremely sensitive
and should be handled case-by-case, considering the financial and mental toll the
virus can take on someone who has it.
Charges should only be brought
when someone conceals HIV status.

possibly thousands, of people in 2011 and
was charged with two felony counts.
California should amend its law as
Illinois did, so people who contract HIV
from partners who conceal their positive status have appropriate recourse.
To continue to effectively fight
HIV, legislators and activists should
provide free blood tests and distribute
information about contraceptives and
mental health counseling to everyone, not just the LGBT community.

[Sen. Scott] Wiener needs to realize people who deliberately infect others with
HIV are engaging in sexual assault.
The use of a condom should bring the
charge down to a misdemeanor.
Felony punishment is appropriate in certain instances, as in the case of a Michigan
man who deliberately infected hundreds,

Wiener’s effort to reduce the stigma
is a solid attempt to modernize people’s
view of HIV and encourage people to be
tested, but he cannot put people’s financial,
emotional and physical health at risk.
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NCAA can’t
continue to
take advantage
of players
» jackie murray

METRO REPORTER

he brackets, the bets, the heartbreak
and the Cinderella stories—so many
dramatic elements make up the
National Collegiate Athletic Association’s
March Madness tournament, a battle of
the best Division 1 college basketball teams.
Last year, the NCAA made $1 billion from
the three-week-long event’s media rights,
ticket sales, sponsorships and television
ads during the tournament, according to
Investopedia, a financial reference source.
The American Gaming Association estimates that 70 million brackets will be filled
out, and $9.2 billion will be spent on game
bets during the tournament. All of this could
not happen without the actual players, but
shockingly, they benefit very little from the
results of their work.
Players don’t receive compensation for
their efforts in the tournament. Given the
amount of revenue their talents and likenesses in promotions produce for the NCAA
and outside companies while athletes miss
class, the NCAA should recognize their
hard work with individual payments.
According to a Jan. 9 Medium article, the
NCAA’s compensation system is like that of

a for-profit business—returning the most
money to those responsible for earning it.
This goes against one of the not-for-profit
NCAA’s priorities: fairness.
Along with mishandling money for student athletes, the NCAA is not doing them
justice in the classroom. No one should be
able to argue that athletes should not be
compensated for their services because they
are receiving a “free” education. Just as
there’s no such thing as free lunch, there’s
no such thing as free education, especially
for student athletes who are expected to
provide a service to the institution. Going to
a college on an athletic scholarship means
athletes can’t be like other students because
they are encouraged to view sports as a
number one priority.
These students do not receive the same
education as their peers because the tournament demands they be on the road for
nearly a month of spring term.
According to a July 2014 article from SB
Nation, a sports media site, coaches and
teams try to minimize the academic damage by placing athletes in majors like general
studies that typically do not set them up

for success later in life when their athletic
career is over. When the athletes graduate,
they will have a degree in a field without
future promise or specialized enough to
confer an advantage.
According to a 2013 official poll from the
NCAA, 76 percent of Division 1 basketball
players said it’s likely they will eventually
get to the professional level. Given that only
1.1 percent of Division 1 men’s basketball
players go on to play professionally, the
NCAA is doing them a disservice by not
letting them invest in their education while
in college. Taking athletes out of the classroom and putting them in situations that
make basketball their number one priority
puts a burden on reaching graduation day.
The NCAA is taking advantage of players
by reaping the benefits of their talents and
not letting them invest in what their priority should be: education. If the association
wants to be fairer to players, it must allow
them to study their preferred majors and
develop a more cohesive system to pay athletes back for their efforts.
jmurray@chroniclemail.com

student poll

If you were to give
a commencement
speech, what would
you say?

“I’m glad I got to come to Columbia and
[work with] experienced teachers.”

sophomore cinema art
and science major

cynthia davalos

freshman design major

N
Conversion
therapy needs
national
intervention
» brooke pawling stennett
OPINIONS EDITOR

alexis crump

“No matter how frustrating things
get, keeping pushing on.”

estled deep in the outskirts of
APA stated that conversion therapy
Seminole, Alabama, the Blessed
practitioners “often frame the inability
Hope Boys Academy has two tools
to change one’s sexual orientation as a
for dealing with boys who identify as gay:
personal and moral failure,” according to
a Bible and sometimes a belt, as shown
a Nov. 30, 2016, New York Times article.
during a March 10 “20/20” episode on ABC.
Many religious institutions still have
During the episode, a team of invesgay conversion camps and therapy groups
tigative reporters went undercover to
just like BHBA, but religion is not solely
expose the horrors of gay conversion
to blame, considering the APA classified
therapy—a discredited psychotherapy
homosexuality as a mental disorder until
method or spiritual counseling designed
1974. However, if the APA can admit its
to change a person’s sexual orientation.
mistake, surely more religious leaders can
Conversion therapy for minors has
step up and condemn conversion therapies.
been outlawed for licensed mental health
Some advocates for the barbaric pracproviders in California, Oregon, New
tice even went as far as to say they were
Jersey, Vermont, Illinois and Washington
heartened by President Donald Trump’s
D.C., according to the National Center for
election and counting on the Trump
Lesbian Rights. In a 2016 executive order,
administration, including Vice President
New York also blocked insurance providMike Pence, to help oppose efforts to make
ers from covering this form of therapy.
“sexual reorientation” programs illegal.
It is still practiced despite the
Many publications were quick to
denunciation of multiple professional
expose Pence’s advocacy of gay converassociations, including the American
sion therapy when Trump announced
Psychological Association and the
his choice for vice president. A Nov. 30
American Medical Association. The
New York Times article noting Pence’s

“Get to know your peers because, in the
real world, it will be about who you know.”
joshua brown

senior business and
entrepreneurship major

commentary
opposition to same-sex marriage and
desire to repeal the Ryan White Care
Act—which specifically provides federal
funding for HIV and AIDS patients—also
revealed his support of the practice.
Until gay conversion therapy is illegal
for minors in all 50 states, LGBT advocacy
groups, reporters and communities must
keep fighting to expose the practice at
every opportunity. They must also encourage legislators to propose bills to ban it.
Young adults in this country have
suffered emotional and physical abuse
for their sexuality, and it can’t continue.
There are many more who are trapped
in camps such as the one exposed
by “20/20,” or are subjected to therapy
sessions authorized by their guardian.
Without the voices of those on the outside, aggressively speaking out for their
rights when those who are meant to care
for them will not, these teens may lose
hope in themselves and in humanity.
bpawlingstennett@chroniclemail.com
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We are looking for unique solo artists or collectives to engage guests
at an outdoor festival space for a two hour set. Talent could include
bubble artists, magicians, improv groups, hula hoop artists, caricature
artists, puppeteers, and mimes.

PERFORMER REQUIREMENTS:

• No musicians
• Must be interactive with audience
• Unplugged - there will be no access to power
• Must be suitable for small spaces or able to roam

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS APRIL 15TH AT 5:00 P.M.
Visit colum.edu/manifest or contact
manifest@colum.edu for more information.
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Community takes action against homelessness » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia

Lawmakers eliminating time-frame
protection for child sex offenders
» ERIC BRADACH
METRO EDITOR
THOSE WHO SUFFERED sexual abuse and
assault as children decades ago may soon
be able to obtain justice by having their
victimizers prosecuted.
State Sen. Scott Bennett, D-Champaign,
introduced Senate Bill 189 in January,
which would eliminate the statute of limitations for all felony child abuse and sexual
assault crimes. It already passed the Senate
Criminal Law Committee, of which Bennett
is a member, with a 10-0 vote March 7 and is
now awaiting a full Senate vote, according
to Illinois legislative records.
“What this does is say, ‘This shouldn’t be
so complicated,’” Bennett said. “If a child has
been sexually assaulted, the timeline should
be up to that survivor to come forward, not
some arbitrary time deadline.”
As a former assistant state’s attorney
in Champaign County, Bennett said he
primarily worked on cases of child sexual
abuse and assault, and his experiences were
a motivator in drafting the bill. The statute
of limitations on these crimes can cause victims to hesitate coming forward, he added.
Bennett said he collaborated with Illinois
Attorney General Lisa Madigan on the bill
after former U.S. Speaker of the House John
Dennis Hastert openly admitted to sexually assaulting students while a coach at
Yorkville High School in Yorkville, Illinois,
decades prior. Hastert is currently serving
time for financial crimes rather than sexual
abuse offenses.
According to a May 28, 2015 U.S.
Department of Justice report, Hastert was
charged with structuring cash withdrawals
to evade currency transaction reporting
requirements and making false statements
to the FBI.
According to DOJ records, Hastert pled
guilty to the charges in October 2015 in
an attempt to cover up sexual misconduct
with a former student and was sentenced to
15 months in federal prison in April 2016.
He began his sentence in June 2016 and is
required to enter a sex offender treatment
program when released.
“Hastert inflicted unbelievable pain on
the lives of the youth he was entrusted to
care for, yet he got a slap on the wrist,” said
Scott Cross, one of the individuals who came
forward about being sexually molested by

» GABRIEL DE LA MORA/CHRONICLE

Hastert, when he testified before the committee March 7. “As he ascended to political
power and seemingly became untouchable,
the pain and suffering of survivors got buried. He had the power, prestige and law on
his side.”
Currently, Illinois law states child sexual offense cases must be reported and
prosecuted within 20 years of the survivor
turning 18 years old. However, that time
frame can be extended when corroborating physical evidence exists or a mandated
reporter, such as school administrators and
law enforcement officers, failed to report the
abuse. There is no statute of limitations in
Illinois for murder, involuntary manslaughter, reckless homicide, arson, treason, forgery or the production of child pornography.
Bennett said statute of limitations are
important to protect the innocent; however,
like all legislation in Springfield, “it’s a balancing contest.”
The Illinois Department of Children
and Family Services’ Child Abuse/Neglect
Statistics 2016 report shows 8,426 alleged
sex abuse and 2,076 probable sex abuse of

underaged victims whose cases are under
investigation. There have been 4,978 alleged
sex abuse victims and 877 probable sex
abuse victims in Illinois as of Feb. 28 for
the 2017 fiscal year.
State Sen. Bill Cunningham, D-Chicago, a
chief co-sponsor of the bill, said Cross’ testimony was compelling and a key contributor
to his, and likely other Senate sponsors’,
support of the bill.
Cunningham said this law will provide
prosecutors with a tool to hold perpetrators accountable and is the best process to
combat sexual assault and abuse of minors.
However, he added that it can be difficult to
prove these cases with the passage of time,
but if multiple victims come forward with
similar testimony against an individual,
prosecutors can make a case, and this bill
allows that.
“This bill accounts for the reality of child
sexual abuse,” said Julia Strehlow, a social
worker at the Chicago Children’s Advocacy
Center. “Perpetrators rely on threats,
secrecy and shame to keep the children
that they perpetrate abuse against silent.”

Strehlow, whose nonprofit coordinates
child protection staff, law enforcement,
medical experts, family advocates and
mental health clinicians in reports of child
sexual abuse, said abusers are often someone the victim knows and trusts, such as a
family member or teacher, which makes it
difficult for victims to come forward.
“It can be confusing for children when
someone close to them crosses those boundaries,” Strehlow said. “People who are perpetrators of child sexual abuse often use
that against children.”
According to Strehlow, the discovery
and signs of child sexual abuse cases vary
greatly, and it is important to know every
case is different.
Strehlow said Illinois has many options
to provide assistance to minors who are
victims of sexual abuse. In February 2011,
Illinois was also the first of 26 states that
have passed Erin’s Law, which requires all
public schools to implement a child sexual
abuse prevention program. Unfortunately,
it has become difficult to pay for programs
because of the nearly two-year state budget
impasse, she added.
“While the centers are doing their best,
especially in this current budget stalemate,
it’s hard to predict funding,” Strehlow said.
Currently, there are 37 Children Advocacy
Centers of Illinois locations with one in
Chicago and four others throughout Cook
County, according to the group’s website.
With National Child Abuse Prevention
Month coming in April, Strehlow said her
organization is holding free training courses
teaching how to respond and talk to children
who may be victims, information can be
found on its website.
A full-Senate vote on the bill has not
been scheduled. However, Bennett said
he hopes the bill will be voted on by the
end of the month so it can pass through
the General Assembly before the end of
the spring session. Both Bennett and
Cunningham said they are confident it
will pass.
Cunningham said he cannot predict what
would happen when the bill moves forward
but thinks, “it’s safe to say this is likely to be
approved by both chambers and signed by
[Gov. Bruce Rauner].”
It is important for this bill to succeed
because it will increase public safety and
make it easier to identify perpetrators without a time restriction, Strehlow said.
“We know perpetrators often have more
than one victim,” she said. “By being able
to more readily identify and prosecute perpetrators, it would increase public safety.”
ebradach@chroniclemail.com
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IN 500 WORDS OR LESS

CODE OF CONDUCT

CUSTOM TATTOO SHOP

14 EAST 11TH ST

[in between wabash and state]

@codeofconducttattoo
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Developed countries must
mind the gender pay gap

A

buse and harassment is one of the
top three issues women face in the
modern workplace, said Manuela
Tomei, director of International Labour
Organization’s Working Conditions
and Equality Department in a March
16 report from the U.N. News Centre.
Tomei was one of the many advocates,
politicians and speakers to address women's issues during the 61st Commission
on the Status of Women held in New York
March 13–24.
This year's commission focused on
"women's economic empowerment in the
changing world of work."
The subjects addressed by the U.N.'s
annual commission are always pertinent,
but this was an especially apt choice for
them to cover because it is a contentious
issue that not only developing countries
have to grapple with, but developed ones
as well.
The issue cannot be forgotten during
this commission and beyond. Developed
countries must recognize their role in
both propagating economic gender inequity and remedying it.
While developing countries may face
more obvious gender disparities, especially when it comes to the workplace,
issues in developed countries may be
more difficult to address.
On International Women's Day, March
8, Iceland's Prime Minister Bjarni
Benediktsson stated there would be
legislation introduced in his country that
requires businesses to prove they pay
men and women equal wages for the same
work, according to a March 9 NPR article.
Vague comparisons about what women
earn, compared to men, oversimplifies
wage inequality. Yet it has potentially
fueled legislation similar to what Iceland
is introducing.
The problem with these comparisons is
that while they are technically accurate—
women do make less money overall than
men in their lifetime—they do not accurately show why women are making less
money than men. Most studies on wage

inequality look at average lifetime
wages for women and average lifetime
wages for men, not whether women are
actually paid less per hour at a business or for the same work.
Developed countries with de facto
or de jure wage equality need to start
examining why women are still making less money in their lifetime despite
the appearance of wage equality.
Family planning, increased upward
mobility opportunities, paid maternity
and paternity leave, and mentorships
should all be considered as avenues for
women to be supported and fueled to
go further in the workplace.
Even issues similar to those Tomei
brought up at the commission about
abuse in the workplace could be
contributing to women still lagging
behind men when it comes to their
lifetime earnings.
Unfortunately, if legislation
like Benediktsson discussed on
International Women's Day is the only
way the gender pay gap is addressed in
developed countries, the deeper inequity issues will inevitability continue.
Developed countries need to take
on the responsibility of taking into
account the complexity of gender inequity and the various types of barriers
women face in order to truly create a
more equitable workplace and world.
abreck@chroniclemail.com
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» CAROLINE BOWEN
METRO REPORTER

“Whatever attempt to rehabilitate [repeat offenders] in the short
term of their previous sentence
was unsuccessful,” Raoul said.
“Because they hit the street again
illegally with a gun.”
Raoul said support for the gun
sentencing portion of the bill is
bipartisan, and Republicans have
asked for a separate vote on the
provision dealing with drug sentencing alternatives.
The reforms in the bill were
recommended by the Criminal
Justice Reform Commission, a
bipartisan group formed by Gov.
Bruce Rauner, and would reduce
the prison population by nearly
1,500, saving $62 million over
a period of 10 years, according
to Raoul.
Some lawmakers dispute
whether the bill will deter violent
criminals or save money, causing

senators to depart from political
party lines.
Sen. Patricia Van Pelt,
D-Chicago, said she opposes the
bill because increasing sentencing
penalties does not reduce crime as
research shows many are carrying
guns out of fear for their lives.
“If I was afraid for my life, and
I was carrying a gun to protect
myself, an extra year sentence
would be better than being dead,”
she said.
According to Van Pelt, the
state spends $30,000 to $50,000
annually per inmate so longer sentences means that the
incarceration budget must be
increased proportionately to

Currently

3 –14 years

→→

AS THE CYCLE of violent crimes in
the city continues, state lawmakers continue to push for policies
that better combat gun violence.
The latest initiative promotes
longer sentences for repeat gun
offenders and alternatives to
incarceration for some drug
crimes. However, according to
senators, the legislation is leaving
the Illinois Senate divided but not
entirely along party lines.
The Safe Neighborhood Reform
Act, Senate Bill 1722—introduced
Feb. 9 by State Sen. Antonio Munoz,
D-Chicago—allows Illinois judges
to continue sentencing gun offenders who unlawfully possess a
weapon to incarceration on the
already existing three–14-year
sentencing range but encourages

judges to sentence on the higher
end of the scale—seven–14 years—
for repeat offenders, according to
general assembly records.
The Senate Criminal Law
Committee passed the bill 6-5 on
March 9; it is currently awaiting
an unscheduled full senate vote
as of press time.
Raoul said the media has
been mischaracterized the bill
as increasing the existing range
and removing judicial discretion.
The maximum sentence is still
14 years, and judges can depart
from the statutory sentencing
scheme when circumstances warrant it. The bill will also tackle
drug crime reform by providing
alternative community-based
programs to non-violent drug
offenders, who become eligible
for up to a 15 percent sentencing
reduction, he added.

Sentencing guidelines for Unlawful
Possession of a Weapon by a Felon

SEE SAFE, PAGE 39

Criminal justice reform bill has
friends, foes on both sides

Suggestion for
repeat gun
offenders

7–14 years
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Chicago Public Schools may be
without librarians starting Fall 2017
» JACKIE MURRAY
METRO REPORTER

of a first
grader at Wicker Park’s A.N.
Pritzker School, said she still goes
into the school’s library to help
clean up even though it doesn’t
have the student traffic it used to
when it had a librarian.
DiRago, also a member of
the school’s Parent Teacher
Organization, said the library is
still filled with untouched books.
Students have not been able to
check any out since fall of 2016
when the school’s librarian position
was terminated.
“A girl came in last week and
asked for a specific book, and I had
to tell her, ‘No, sorry. You can’t have
it.’ There it is on the shelf, but [she]
can’t have it,” DiRago said , calling
the experience “heartbreaking.”
MOLLY DIRAGO, MOTHER

According to DiRago, when
parents learned of the loss of a
librarian, PTO attempted to step
in and keep the library running. Its
most recent efforts this month have
received city-wide attention including a read-a-thon and additional
news reports.
However, before volunteers were
allowed to step in, the Chicago
Teacher’s Union came to a school
council meeting and said it had filed
a grievance against the school, preventing volunteers from working in
the library because the librarian
position must be filled by a member
of the union.
CPS and CTU did not respond for
comments as of press time.
This school year, 90 percent of
Chicago Public School’s libraries
no longer have a librarian, said
Marie Donovan, associate professor of teacher education at DePaul

University. Librarian positions
were the first to be cut with the
budget losses, she added. The situation can become a lot more dire
if a budget isn’t established.
If CPS does not receive the budget allocations it needs from the
state, Donovan said the schools will
likely have no librarians starting
next school year. Librarian positions are easily cut because, like art
and music courses, they are viewed
as “nonessential” positions within
the school, she added.
“A school library is often the
center of the school,” said Carol
Rozansky, chair of the Education
Department at Columbia. “The
librarian works across grade levels.
They’re a really important part of
the fabric of the school.”
Currently, Chicago is trying to
fill a $215.2 million budget deficit
for teacher pensions after Gov.

Bruce Rauner vetoed a bill that
would have provided the city with
that funding, as reported Dec. 12,
2016, by The Chronicle.
DiRago said she is worried about
the future of public schools because
of the reputation of new Secretary
of Education Betsy DeVos. Her
focus does not seem to be on making public education better but
instead on limiting
it, she added.
Rozansky said
for CPS students
to be in the hands
of a governor like
Rauner, who is unwilling to compromise on the state
budget impasse,
which is approaching its second year,
is troublesome for
students and CPS.
Donovan said the
district is not giving
their students the
best education possible, and officials
know it.

“We are victims of the budget
stalemate in Springfield and as
victims, we’re suffering,” Donovan
said. “It’s not because of CPS. It’s
because of Springfield. Nobody
wants to man-and woman- up and
get a budget together.”
jmurray@chroniclemail.com
»GABRIEL DE LA MORA/CHRONICLE

Ideally located in
the heart of historic
Printer’s Row sits
Hotel Blake, a
boutique Chicago
Hotel. Whether you
visit Chicago for
business or pleasure,
Hotel Blake offers
upscale Chicago
Accommodations
along with
impeccable service.
When making reservations

Contact us at: 312-986-1234
312-986-1234

mention the Columbia College
Friends and Family rate for
special discounts and offers.
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» KEVIN TIONGSON/CHRONICLE
Patrons flock to Jimmy Green’s South Loop Bar and Grill, 825 S. State St., to watch the simultaneous college basketball games in the midst of the NCAA’s March Madness.

~ Chicago’s premier spiritual and Metaphysical
Therapy, consultation, and readings

~ Healing Guinness & meditation
~ Balance your chakras get clarity
on relationships
~ Also available for parties and
events call for appoinments.
Visit us online at
CHICAGOBESTPSYCHIC.COM
$10 off any service with this ad

CHICAGO

Spiritual
Boutique
312-778-2490
30 E Roosevelt Chicago, IL 60605
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312-850-1234 | AutomaticLofts.com
Get your ENTIRE apartment to sign on the same
day and you all get the first installment FREE!
(annual leases only, excludes the 1BR)

Sign an annual lease by June 29th
& be entered to win 12 months FREE rent!*
Sign in March and get $25 off monthly rent!*
*Restrictions apply. See leasing center for details.

410 S Morgan St | Chicago, IL 60607
AutomaticLoftsLeasingMgr@jmgrealty.com
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O’Connell said the pilot program
has placed 43 residents in permanent housing and 13 in temporary
housing. The facilitators have lost
contact with 17 of the initially chosen Tent City residents, she added.
“There was this naive expectation that [the pilot program] would
clear out the viaducts, and that
didn’t happen,” O’Connell said. “As
long as there is a finite amount of
housing, there are always going to
be more people coming under the
viaducts, and there is good reason
for that.”
The viaducts are in a relatively
safe neighborhood, provide coverage from winter storms when
shelters are full and are near services like One Northside, which
organized a tenant association for
homeless residents living in those
areas, O’Connell said.
City officials have begun to push
homeless people out of Tent City
before construction begins, said
Vivien Tsou, community organizer
at One Northside, 4648 N. Racine
Ave. The city has begun biweekly

SAFE, FROM PAGE 33

viaduct cleanings, which have
force residents to have to leave
their tents numerous times this
winter, she added.
“Many are elderly or other than
able,” Tsou said. “Imagine, to do it
in 30 degree weather or below, and
after you move, stand outside and
wait for the cleaning to happen.”
Saulys said the “unnecessary”
cleanings over this winter are a
“harassment campaign.”
“It’s to make people’s lives as
hard and as miserable as possible,
hoping that [the homeless] go drop
dead somewhere else,” he said.
The mayor’s press office, the
Department of Streets and
Sanitation, which is responsible
for the cleanings, and Ald. James
Cappleman (46th Ward), the ward
where Tent City is located, did not
reply to requests for comment as
of press time.
Tsou said the money allocated
to the cleanings would be better
used for housing for the homeless.
Some Tent City residents have jobs
but still cannot afford housing in

the North Side, while others are
married couples who would be
separated in shelters, Tsou added.
“Some do work, but it’s very difficult to maintain a job when you
don’t have housing,” O’Connell
said. “It’s very difficult to maintain
any stability in your life when you
don’t have housing,”
Saulys is apprehensive about
the changes that will come with
moving but also hopeful for his
future, he said.
To combat fears, Tsou said One
Northside is collaborating with
CCH to create a plan to ensure
everyone in Tent City will have a
home before construction begins,
but the city plays a vital role in this
fight by providing subsidies and
linking residents’ caseworkers to
possible landlords.
“It’s important to ensure that
people are housed on the North
Side and not just put into shelters
to live under another bridge in
another part of town,” she said.
cbowen@chroniclemail.com

accommodate the conceivably
larger prison population.
Rather than spend money to keep
criminals behind bars, Van Pelt
said more should be allocated to
human service agencies that were
once a safety net for communities,
including mental health clinics,
school programs and Redeploy
Illinois, a treatment alternative
for convicted juveniles who would
otherwise be incarcerated.
“[Violence] will go down when
we put something in the community that provides outlets for these
kids who are running around, and
also deal with the big problems that
they have: a lack of jobs, lack of
opportunities,” Van Pelt said.
Turheran Crawford, founder
of Not On My Block, a Chicagobased mentorship program for
adolescents who are regularly
exposed to neighborhood violence,
said as someone who previously
served time and communicated
with gang members, criminals
are not “street savvy” when it
comes to the law. In order to deter

crime, criminals need to be made
aware of the enhanced penalties
through outlets such as social
media, Crawford added.
“There’s got to be a way to let
them know the laws have changed
and you are going to get more time
when you get a gun, or [the bill is
not] going to matter [either] way,”
Crawford said.
Chicago Police Superintendent
Eddie Johnson testified in support of the bill at a Criminal Law
Committee senate hearing March
9—just days after urging state
lawmakers in Springfield to pass
stricter gun laws for repeat gun
offenders, as reported March 6 by
The Chronicle.
“What we are trying to do is
create a mentality [and] culture
of accountability, so [criminals]
will think twice before they pick
up a gun,” Johnson said. “ There
is a deterrent if they know [lawmakers] are serious about holding
them accountable.”
cbowen@chroniclemail.com
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Dare to Compare
anD see the DifferenCe at
30 east apartments!
Fully Furnished Units • Each Bedroom has Private Bathroom • Outdoor Terraces with Gas Grills, Fire Pit & TV
Club Room Cafe • Sky Lounge & Sky Terrace on Top Floor • 24-Hour Fitness Center • Indoor Bike Storage & Repair
24-Hour Study/Conference Rooms • Premium Cable with HBO & Showtime • High Speed Internet • Washer/Dryer in Unit

rates starting at $926!

live at: 30 East BalBo avEnuE
lease at: 400 s. DEarBorn strEEt

VS.
UPSCALE STUDENT APARTMENTS

LOOP APARTMENTS

NO

new builDing
amenitY spaCe

12,000 sf

water

inCluDeD

Cable/internet

(HBO & Showtime: High-speed wired &
wireless internet throughout bldg.)

eleCtriC

inCluDeD

inCluDeD

gYm membership
(24-hour fitness center + yoga studio)

launDrY

(Full size stackable washer
& dryer in every unit)

inCluDeD

inCluDeD

tv

(42” Samsung HDTV in every unit)

inCluDeD

furniture

(Living area and bedroom furniture
included: see floor plans for details)

OTHER

inCluDeD

30 east = all-inClusive

NOT EVEN CLOSE
$50/month
$110/month
$60/month
$80/month
$20/month
$500 one time cost
$3,000 one time cost

You Do the math!

30 East Upscale Student Apartments features all-inclusive living, where your rent covers utilities, including internet and cable.
331-256-5131 • www.30EastApts.com

